Dear RISD Community,
As part of our work to mitigate the spread of COVID-19, RISD engaged Gifford Consulting, LLC, an HVAC
design and consulting firm, and OccuHealth, an occupational health and safety environmental engineering
company, to review and evaluate the mechanical heating, cooling and ventilation systems of all campus
buildings, and to recommend options for improved performance in the context COVID-19.
On July 17, 2020, the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE) Epidemic Task Force issued guidelines “formulated to help designers retrofit and plan for the
improvement of indoor air quality and to slow the transmission of the virus via the HVAC systems.”
Gifford Consulting documented and evaluated all 62 campus buildings (almost 2 million square feet of
space), using the July 17th ASHRAE guidelines as a reference for formulating optimization measures for each
structure. Buildings with natural ventilation and no mechanical systems were also included in this study. On
August 14, 2020, Gifford Consulting issued its report.
In anticipation of the report’s finding, RISD had already been actively addressing ventilation and filtration
systems in key academic and residential buildings, including upgrading filters, repairing and/or installing
ventilation fans, and inspecting and repairing virtually all operable windows to enable natural ventilation. A
matrix of each campus building, and the planned mechanical systems enhancements, documents the scope of
work currently underway.
We hope this information is helpful to you as you prepare to work on campus this fall. If you have questions
regarding the mechanical work RISD is undertaking, please contact COVIDupdates@RISD.edu.

Thank you,
Kent Kleinman, Provost
David Proulx, SVP, Finance & Administration
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GIFFORD CONSULTING, LLC
695 Wareham Street, Middleboro, MA 02346

INTRODUCTION
Gifford Consulting, LLC was engaged to review existing building HVAC systems to assist Rhode Island
School of Design with the future reopening of their campus buildings. The purpose was to develop and
document a better understanding of the existing building HVAC system capabilities and limitations with
respect to infection control, specifically in response to the current Covid-19 pandemic. We looked for
opportunities to improve the capabilities or the existing HVAC systems as currently installed and
operated. This included identifying options to modify or supplement the existing HVAC systems with
respect to infection control when appropriate.
ASHRAE has developed guideline recommendations for HVAC systems addressing the control of
infectious airborne aerosol contaminants including several recent publications in response to Covid-19
concerns. These include provisions for operation, maintenance, filtration, disinfection and specific
recommendations geared to the reopening of schools and universities. It should be noted that ASHRAE is
not a mandated code but a recognized industry professional organization with the purpose to establish the
basis of good professional engineering practices. All of our efforts were coordinated with RISD and their
Industrial Hygienist consultant.
The evaluation of existing building HVAC systems involved the review of existing system design,
operation, maintenance and options for improvement including the following specific efforts:
• Develop an overall suggested approach for all buildings.
• Analyses of existing individual building HVAC system operating conditions when available
through the campus Building Management System (BMS).
• Review of building HVAC system design plans when available.
• Cursory site investigations to evaluate general system installation conditions and system
operation parameters when design documentation or system operating data was not available.
• Evaluate existing building HVAC systems as designed and operated with respect to current
ASHRAE recommendations concerning infection control and specifically Covid-19 reopening.
• Identify options to modify the existing HVAC system to comply with or improve system
performance with respect to current ASHRAE recommendations.
• Coordination with equipment vendors.
• Assist RISD to develop construction costs to implement selected recommended HVAC system
modifications or improvements.
It must be stressed that while there may be opportunities to utilize building HVAC systems to improve
infection control capabilities we must clearly state that no HVAC system approach can eliminate all means
of potential infection transmission within the use and occupancy of the building. Any HVAC system
infection control measure should be coordinated with a comprehensive infection control program
involving the total building use and occupancy.

Telephone: 508-291-4200

www.giffordconsultingllc.com

Fax: 508-291-4202
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SECTION 1: SUMMARY RECOMMENDATIONS – ALL BUILDINGS
The American Society for Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) position is that
“Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 through the air is sufficiently likely that airborne exposure to the virus
should be controlled. Changes to building operations, including the operation of heating, ventilating and
air conditioning (HVAC) systems can reduce airborne exposure.” ASHRAE has issued several documents
with guidelines to assist schools and universities to improve the comfort and safety of building
occupants specifically with respect to concerns about the spread of Covid-19 after the recent shutdown
period. In reviewing the recommendations we have identified three specific action approaches:
1. General Maintenance
2. Documentation of Existing
3. Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control
We recommend that each building be evaluated as discussed further below. For each building an action
plan relative to the HVAC systems should be developed. The plan should include documentation of
existing; noted discrepancies identified during inspection and PM efforts; any corrective actions
required; and recommended modifications. Each building plan and any proposed modifications should
be tracked to manage the progress of any corrective work or changes to the existing systems.
It must be noted that while the following recommendations can improve the control of potentially
infectious aerosols, no HVAC system measure can completely prevent the spread of contagious diseases.
It is recommended that the HVAC system modifications be part of a complete and comprehensive
building occupancy plan to maximize the effectiveness of any HVAC system contributions.
General Maintenance:
As a rule good maintenance is always beneficial to the successful operation of the HVAC systems to
maintain occupant comfort. In the midst of a pandemic it is more essential that the HVAC systems are
operating as intended for the comfort and protection of the occupants to the fullest extent possible.
The following is recommended for all buildings:
1. Perform inspections of space noting and correcting any blocked diffusers/registers.
2. Perform inspections and equipment PM on all ventilation systems:
a. Air handling units
b. VAV units
c. Local units (fan coils, split systems, etc.)
d. Exhaust systems
e. Energy recovery systems
f. Verify proper operation of ATC equipment (dampers, valves, sensors, etc.)
The above focuses on ventilation systems as the priority. All HVAC systems including steam, hot
water, chilled water, condenser etc., must be operating properly to best maintain space
temperature control.
3. Inspect existing supply air ductwork systems. Clean if necessary or evaluate if significant
increase in ventilation rate is attempted.
4. Run systems in occupied mode for minimum of 1 week prior to occupancy to flush the building
and confirm reliable operation and control.
1
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Documentation of Existing:
For each building we recommend that the following information be assembled and documented
1. Review if any existing air quality issues.
2. Confirm existing occupancy schedules.
3. Confirm building maximum occupancy.
4. Confirm space maximum occupancies:
a. Classroom/Seminar spaces
b. Auditorium/Lecture Hall/Large assemblies
c. Residential spaces
d. Student Health Services
e. Other
5. Confirm existing system space temperature/humidity capabilities. ASHRAE recommends year
round space environmental control of 72-75 °F and 40-60% RH. To satisfy the temperature and
humidity conditions in this climate air conditioning is required during summer months. To
achieve the recommended space relative humidity levels during winter months humidification is
required in our climate. This is not practical or reasonably cost effective to achieve especially in
the near short term in existing occupied buildings. We are not suggesting supplemental
humidification at this time.
6. Review existing space ventilation rates.
7. Review existing minimum OA rates.
8. Confirm existing filtration.
9. Evaluate any energy recovery system(s) for re-entrainment potential.
10. Review existing control sequences.
11. Review OA/EA locations.
12. Evaluate existing demand ventilation control if installed.
13. Evaluate existing building pressurization.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Improve space temperature control if possible. Please note that ASHRAE’s position as stated in
their Environmental Health Committee Emerging Issue Brief – Pandemic COVID-19 and Airborne
Transmission states “Unconditioned spaces can cause thermal stress to people that may be
directly life threatening and that may also lower resistance to infection.”
2. Increase filtration levels where appropriate. The standard level of filtration provided on most
central air handling systems operating at RISD is MERV 8. ASHRAE currently is recommending a
minimum of MERV 13 filters where feasible. Where MERV 13 is not practical ASHRAE
recommends that the highest level of filtration recommended by the unit manufacturer be
installed.
We have been informed that MERV 13 filters may be difficult to obtain in the short term. We
suggest increasing filtration levels to MERV 11 as an initial upgrade until MERV 13 is available.
Please note that MERV 11 and 13 filters will have a higher static pressure drop effect. When
2
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clean the effective static pressure drop across the various filter levels is not significantly
different as summarized below:
MERV 8:
0.24-0.25 in SP at 500 FPM (2” thick)
MERV 11:
0.30-0.34 in. SP at 500 FPM (2” thick)
MERV 13:
0.30-0.34 in. SP at 500 FPM (2” thick)
Manufacturer’s performance cuts of filters are attached. It must be noted that the more
efficient the filter, the more material that will be captured. This means higher efficient filters
will load faster than less efficient filters so the operating life of more efficient filters will be
shorter than less efficient filters with comparable pressure drops. Actual loading will vary
depending upon the quality of the circulated air and is difficult to predict. There are several
approaches to minimize this impact:
a. Utilize variable frequency drives (VFD’s) when possible to the full operating range of the
drive. This can include the 1.15 service factor if the associated motor is listed
accordingly.
b. Fans and motors should be evaluated to determine if the fans can be re-sheaved to
maximize fan/motor capacity.
c. Evaluate lowering the air handling unit discharge air temperature to improve the cooling
capacity of the system at lower air flow.
d. Establish ATC system trends to monitor and diagnose variations in system operating
parameters. (Refer to Action Item 8 below).
e. Install differential pressure gauges across central air handling unit filter banks to
evaluate actual filter pressure drop.
f. On small fan coil and other local terminal units with multiple speed motors increase unit
operating speed to Medium or High if possible. This may have a negative sound impact
but we would suggest this may be a reasonable compromise in the current conditions.
g. Increase space housekeeping cleaning frequency to reduce potential for contaminants
to be recirculated through filters.
h. As a last option increase the frequency of filter changes if space environmental
conditions are compromised.
We recommend that RISD assemble a complete inventory of all air handling system filters to
confirm pricing and availability of MERV 13 and/or MERV 11 filters. As a rule the larger the
order the more cost effective any filter buyout would be.
3. Increase space ventilation capabilities where appropriate. Evaluate both central air handling
unit operating sequences and local zone terminal unit controls. This will involve modifying
existing controls so procurement of equipment should not be an issue.
4. Increase outdoor air capabilities if appropriate. Outdoor air can be an effective dilution method
of infection control. During the pandemic ASHRAE recommends existing air handling unit supply
the maximum outdoor air quantity without affecting unit capacity to maintain space
temperature control.
ASHRAE recommends that demand control ventilation reduction of
outdoor air supply be disabled during this pandemic period.
3
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5. Increase system occupied run times, specifically occupied run times to increase outdoor air
introduction periods.
6. Natural ventilation through operable windows can be an effective economical option to increase
outdoor air supply to perimeter spaces when outdoor conditions permit. Please note that
natural ventilation by itself is not considered a complete approach. Natural ventilation: 1) does
not comply with current code or ASHRAE guideline recommended space ventilation
requirements; 2) involves reliance on uncontrolled and therefore unreliable outdoor air supply;
and 3) can adversely affect space temperature control at extreme hot and cool ambient
temperatures.
7. Run toilet exhaust systems 24/7. Please note that there may be increased infection risks
associated with the use of unventilated public bathrooms.
8. Energy Recovery Ventilation Systems: Some energy recovery units by design may allow up to 510% exhaust air re-entrainment and comply with ASHRAE published standards. Under normal
operations with non-toxic or hazardous exhaust streams this is not an issue. During a pandemic
there is a higher percentage that the re-entrainment air may have contagious aerosols. ASHRAE
Technical Committee 5.5 has recently published “Practical Guidance for Epidemic Operation of
Energy Recovery Ventilation Systems.” Within this document it states “The ASHRAE Position
Document – Infections Aerosols also recommends that increasing filter efficiency be considered.
TC5.5 restricts its advice on this topic to the observation that increasing filter efficiency may lead
to an initial reduction in air flor or to earlier reduction in airflow due to filter fouling. Fan
adjustments might be required and static pressure regimes might change.” TC5.5 suggests that
successful ERV operation be based on “well-designed” and “well-maintained.” TC5.5 provides
specific detailed recommendations to evaluate and repair uncontrolled air leakage. We
certainly support proper maintenance (and design) as noted above. We are concerned that the
specialized measurements and testing required may be difficult to complete in a timely manner.
We agree that there is a potential impact on air flow with the installation of higher level
filtration as noted above. We are recommending that higher filter efficiencies be considered
following the outlined precautions discussed in the filtration paragraph above at this time since
we believe this provides the best option for immediate improvement in infection control.
9. Adjust building pressurization if appropriate
10. Review/establish BMS system trends of the following HVAC system operating points:
a. Air handling systems
i. DAT
ii. Coil LAT(s)
iii. VFD speed/amperage if available
iv. Supply/return CFM if available
v. OA rate if available
vi. Filter ΔP if available
b. Space temperature/humidity
c. Consider establishing alarms if any set point deviates by 10-20%

4
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11. Other Technologies Considered:
a. UV space system: There are options to utilize upper-air in space UV lights to improve
disinfection within the space. For the purposes of this exercise we are suggesting this
be limited the application to potentially higher level occupancy spaces (classrooms,
large assembly rooms, etc.) with mechanical ventilation. Please note that upper level
UV systems require proper room air mixing to be effective. Equipment cuts of upper air
UV light assemblies are attached.
b. UV duct system: We investigated utilizing in-duct or air handling unit installation of UV
lighting assemblies in central air handling systems. We are suggesting the provision of
Bi-polar ionization as a preferred alternative if additional levels of treatment are desired
on central air handling systems as discussed further below.
c. Bi-polar ionization: We investigated bi-polar ionization as an option to improve the level
of space disinfection. Bi-polar ionization is not as limited as UV by existing system
parameters such as existing duct constraints, supply air temperature, establishing the
desired exposure times and hazards to occupants and maintenance personnel. In
addition bi-polar ionization has the advantage of allowing a significant reduction in
outdoor air rates during normal (non-pandemic) operation so there would be some
future energy savings. There is also the option of self-contained packaged recirculation
units (similar to ceiling mounted ductless split air conditioning systems) that maybe
considered. Equipment cuts of duct mounted and self-contained ceiling mounted units
are attached.
d. Local portable space options: Portable recirculating HEPA, UV, ionization or some
combination of these technologies are available. We suggest that the use of these local
units be prioritized towards high occupant density spaces but can be used in most
occupied settings.
If any of the above alternative technology approaches are desirable we recommend that a
Mechanical Contractor and/or a Construction Manager be engaged as soon as possible to
confirm actual availability and installation costs of specific equipment. Examples of the above
technologies including HEPA filter units selected by RISD are attached in Appendix A.
We assembled and evaluated information and options outlined above for the buildings on the RISD
campus. Specific building evaluations and options will follow. Please note that currently some of the
above requested information is not defined at this time. We recommend that the building detailed
evaluations be updated as information becomes available.
APPENDIX A ATTACHMENTS:
Attachment 1: MERV 8, 11 & 13 filters
Attachment 2: Upper Level UV Units
Attachment 3: Bipolar Ionization Units
Attachment 4: Portable UV/HEPA Units
Attachment 5: Portable HEPA Units
5
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SECTION 2: ACADEMIC AND ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDINGS

6
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BUILDING: 15 Westminster
HVAC System Description:
The building is partially air-conditioned with multiple systems. The Basement through second floors are
occupied with several programs: Library, Café, Office, Storage, etc. Floors 3-11 are residential student
housing in apartment style units. The 12th floor was formerly occupied with a dining facility that
currently is not occupied. The following systems serving the nonresidential spaces have been identified:
AHU-1: A VAV unit that serves the first floor library. Perimeter offices have VAV terminal units and
fan coil units to maintain local temperature control. The main library space has 3 zone reheat
coils (West, East & South) for temperature control. The unit supply fan has VFD control. The
unit appears to have been designed to provide 10% minimum outdoor air which is low by
current ventilation standards. The unit has a humidification to maintain 35% minimum relative
humidity in the space.
Bsmt. Sp. Coll. AHU: A constant volume 100% recirculating air unit that serves a special collection
storage area in the basement.
EAC AHU: A 100% recirculation air constant volume unit that serves several offices and waiting area
on the first floor adjacent to the café dining space.
Café AHU: This unit has some outdoor air mixed with return air that serves the Portfolio Café on
the first floor.
Lobby AHU: A constant volume 100% outdoor air unit that serves the main Lobby on the first floor.
Mezz. AHU: A VAV unit that serves the mezzanine level between the 1st and 2nd floors. Local zone
control is by individual VAV terminal units with hot water reheat coils or fan powered VAV
terminal units with hot water reheat coils.
nd
2 Flr. MAU: A 100% outdoor air unit that serves the second floor. Local space temperature control
is maintained by 4-pipe fan coil units installed above the ceiling. This unit has 3 stages of
filtration. The outdoor air intake duct has MERV 8 filters at the roof level and the AHU has two
sets of MERV 8 filters. This unit is not on the BMS.
CRAC-1 & 2: Two constant volume 100% recirculating air computer room style air conditioning units
that are dedicated to serve the second floor Archives & Special Collections, respectively. These
units are not on the BMS.
th
12 Flr. RTU’s: Two gas-fired packaged rooftop units were installed to serve a proposed renovation
of the former dining area. Currently this space is unoccupied. The units now only operate in the
heating mode and cooling is locked out. These units are not on the BMS
In general the basement is not ventilated except the areas noted above. This is primarily unoccupied
storage space.
Two fan powered recirculation filtration units were observed suspended from the ceiling of the
mezzanine Wood Shop.
Multiple exhaust fans ventilate toilet rooms and several dedicated spaces. All toilet rooms observed had
mechanical exhaust.
7
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Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There were no reported issues.
The EAC occupied spaces do not appear to have any outdoor air supply. Some of the space is open to
the Lobby which is supplied with 100% outdoor air so there may be some mixing.
Spaces without ventilation or air conditioning in the basement would be areas of concern with respect
to infection control. Areas without ventilation may increase the risk of exposure to airborne aerosols
and contaminants.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Try to install MERV 13 (or best available) filters on all air handling systems. A couple of specific
observations:
a. AHU-1 appears to operate between 85-89% speed which would suggest there is some
additional capacity. Lowering the discharge air temperature could compensate if
necessary to improve space temperature control if air flow is reduced. Discharge air
supply could be reset by the constant volume zone reheat coils.
b. The second floor MUA unit with 2 sets of filter racks should maintain MERV 8 in the first
set of racks and the outdoor intake filters on roof. MERV 13 filters should only be
installed in the final set of filters.
c. Several units were not operating on the days of observation. We recommend all fan
motors operating amperages be measured to confirm current fan operating condition to
fully evaluate the impact of more efficient filters.
2. We suggest that the minimum outdoor setting on AHU-1 be increase to 25-30% or highest
possible. This should not be an appreciable load capacity issue during the fall, winter and spring
occupancy. The Mezzanine unit minimum outdoor air position could be increased to the
maximum without affecting space temperature control.
3. We recommend that the VAV terminal unit minimum positions be confirmed during the
recommended PM. If possible boxes should be tested to confirm minimum turn down is at least
30% (or higher) to maintain better space circulation.
4. 1” MERV 13 filters are available for local recirculating fan coil units but have a higher pressure
drop penalty. MERV 10 or 11 may be a better operational option. Since these seem to serve
only local confined spaces this would be a secondary priority to the central air handling systems.
5. Higher efficiency filters could also be installed on fan powered VAV units serving the Mezzanine
as an additional level of filtration. These would have the same constraints and fan coil unit
filters discussed above.
6. Operate toilet exhaust systems 24/7. Please note that currently the toilet exhaust systems are
not controlled through the BMS.
7. Recirculating filtration units serving spaces could operate continuously during the occupied area
if there is not a noise issue.
8
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8. Local portable HEPA, UV or bipolar ionization units might improve infection control in the EAC
space without direct outdoor air supply.

9
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BUILDING: 20 Washington Place
HVAC System Description:
The majority of the building is served by multiple variable air volume and constant air volume central
station air handling units. Multiple local recirculating heat pump units maintain temperature control in
the basement. In general the areas served by the units are as follows:
Basement:
Unit S-7 and recirculating split system heat pump units.
st
1 Floor:
Units S-2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10 & 12 (VAV)
nd
2 Floor:
Units S-2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10 & 12 (VAV)
rd
3 Floor:
Units S-2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10 & 12 (VAV)
4th Floor:
Units S-5 & 11 (CV)
All of the above central air handling units have demand ventilation control to vary the amount of
outdoor air in response to space CO2 levels. The basement has been retrofitted with local zone
recirculating heat pump units for space temperature control.
There is a flexible flexible-use assembly space with an adjustable curtain barrier in the Lobby served by
two supplemental above ceiling fan coil units that have outdoor air supply through an ERV mounted
above the ceiling (ERV-1) with a demand control sensor to energize the ERV fan in response to CO2
levels.
The first floor Multi-Purpose Room 129 is served by a packaged ERV rooftop unit (ERV-2) with
supplemental DX cooling and hot-gas by-pass heat recovery.
There are three small recirculating split system air conditioning units (AC-1, 2 & 3) that serve several
rooms on the 3rd floor.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There is an issue with maintaining comfortable temperatures in the Lobby during winter months.
Previous studies have suggested that the building perimeter envelope and excess building negative
pressurization are contributing to this effect. Uncomfortably cold temperature conditions are known to
increase infection rates of contagious viruses.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Increase filtration on air handling systems to MERV 13 or best available. A review of the
operating status as monitored by the BMS indicates that all of the central air handling units (S-2
thru 12) have VFD’s and most are operating well within the capacity of the VFD (<85%). Only S6 is indicated at operating at 100%. This unit was maintaining space temperature with a
discharge air temperature of 64 °F with the CHW valve at 46% which would suggest the unit is
capable of supply lower air temperature to compensate for some loss in future air flow.
Additional investigation could confirm if the fan could be re-sheaved to increase fan capacity.
10
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2. The minimum outdoor air supply position could be increased to provide more outdoor air within
the limits of space temperature control. This term the unit will be operating after the peak
cooling season so there should be some flexibility with unit operating capacity during the fall,
winter and spring seasons.
3. The ERV systems supply 100% outdoor so there is less benefit with increasing the filtration on
the supply air side because there is no space direct recirculation. Higher level of filtration would
provide additional protection from outdoor air potential sources. The ERV units could be
increased to MERV 13 on the supply side. Energy recovery units have the potential for some
cross contamination between the supply and exhaust air streams. Under normal conditions this
is not an issue. During a pandemic we suggest that the filters on the exhaust side be increased
to MERV 13 or best available as a precaution. The ERV units are not connected to the BMS. We
recommend that the actual fan motor amperage be measured to evaluate final filter
recommendations.
4. Disable demand ventilation control on all air handling units including ERV’s.
5. We recommend that the VAV terminal unit minimum positions be confirmed during the
recommended PM. If possible boxes should be tested to confirm minimum turn down is at least
30% (or higher) to maintain better space circulation.
6. The local recirculating heat pump and air conditioning units likely have 1” filters. 1” MERV 13
filters are available but have a higher relative pressure operating penalty. MERV 10 or 11 may
be more practical. Since these seem to serve only local confined spaces this would be a
secondary priority to the central air handling systems.
7. Unit 7 was not operating on the day of observation. It also was noted that this unit is not really
needed for temperature control since the basement is served by separate recirculating heat
pumps. We suggest that this unit be repurposed to operate as a dedicated outdoor air unit and
set to only supply the minimum outdoor air requirements for the basement. This reduced air
flow will completely negate the impact of high efficient filtration pressure differential.
8. Operate toilet exhaust systems 24/7. Please note that currently the toilet exhaust systems are
not controlled through the BMS. The local control system will have to be modified.
9. Rebalance the building air handling systems to reduce the impact of excess infiltration to the
Lobby to improve temperature control through the winter.
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BUILDING: 41 Meeting Street Studio
HVAC System Description:
The studio/classroom occupies a portion of the first floor of the Colonial Apartments structure. The area
is served by a constant volume single zone central station air handling unit with DX split system air
conditioning. The unit has MERV 8 filters. Drawings were not available to review design specifications
or equipment capacities.
An inline centrifugal exhaust fan serves the main classroom area. All toilet rooms observed were
exhausted with individual ceiling exhaust fans.
A portable duct collection system serves some woodworking equipment in Room 102. Room 102 has a
recirculating fan-powered filter unit suspended from the ceiling. The actual performance of the filter
unit was not available but is typically this style of unit provides between MERV 14-16 equivalent level of
filtration.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
None reported.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Increase the filtration on the air handling unit to MERV 13 or best available. We recommend
that the existing fan motor amperage be measured to establish the existing system capabilities
to handle potential increase in static pressure associated with more efficient filters to evaluate
options to address.
2. Toilet exhaust fans should operate 24/7.
3. Operate the recirculation fan-powered filter unit when the room is occupied.
4. The minimum outdoor air damper position on the air handling unit should be verified during
PM. We suggest the damper be adjusted if necessary to maintain 25-30% or highest possible
minimum outdoor air.
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BUILDING: 55 Canal/Illustration Studies Building
HVAC System Description:
The building is fully air conditioned by two central variable air volume custom air handling units, AHU-1
& AHU-2. AHU-1 serves all occupied floors (1 thru 4) on the south side of the building. AHU-2 serves all
floors on the north side of the building. Each unit has two stages of filtration (MERV 8 & 14) and
outdoor air CO2 demand ventilation control. Local space temperature control is maintained by VAV
terminal units with hot water reheat coils. The basement is unoccupied storage and mechanical space.
Drawings were not available to evaluate system design conditions or specified operating capacities.
There are a total of 13 exhaust systems serving the building that provide toilet exhaust and some special
room exhaust. All toilet rooms observed had mechanical exhaust ventilation.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
None reported.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Disable AHU-1 & 2 demand ventilation control.
2. Operate toilet exhaust systems 24/7.
3. We recommend that the VAV terminal unit minimum positions be confirmed during the
recommended PM. If possible boxes should be tested to confirm minimum turn down is at least
30% (or higher) to maintain better space circulation.
4. We recommend that the air handling unit outdoor air damper position be verified during PM.
We suggest that the minimum outdoor air rate be adjusted if necessary to maintain 25-30% or
highest possible minimum outdoor air.
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BUILDING: 123 Dyer Street
HVAC System Description:
123 Dyer Street is a commercial condominium building. RISD owns and occupies spaces on the
Basement through the 4th floor. Drawings were not available to evaluate specified design conditions or
equipment operating capacities. The following is based on a walk-through of the space with RISD
personnel. The commercial condominium areas are served with the following systems:
• The Basement and center portion of the first floor are air conditioned with a split system DX air
conditioning unit. The indoor air handling unit is located in the basement mechanical/storage
space. The condensing unit is located in the parking lot.
• The first floor south side is conditioned with a single packaged air-cooled DX air conditioning
unit located in a first floor mechanical fan room.
• The second floor is air conditioned with a total of three (3) split system air conditioning systems.
The indoor air handling units are located above the ceiling. Condensing units are located on the
roof.
• The third and fourth floor are heated and air conditioned with split system variable refrigerant
flow (VRF) heat pump units. The indoor heat pump and coil units are installed above the ceiling.
The outdoor condensing units are located on the roof. Ventilation air for each floor is provided
by 100% outdoor air supply/exhaust energy recovery units located above the ceiling on each
floor. One ERV supplies/exhaust the third floor and two ERV’s serve the fourth floor.
Toilet rooms observed had mechanical exhaust ventilation.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
None reported.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Install the highest level of filtration available and compatible with the indoor central air
conditioning units on the Bsmt – 2nd floors. We recommend that the existing motor operating
amperage be measured to evaluate actual operating condition and any excess motor power
available for additional filtration.
2. The ERV systems supply 100% outdoor so there is less benefit with increasing the filtration on
the supply air side because there is not space direct recirculation. Higher level of filtration
would provide additional protection from outdoor air potential sources. The ERV units could be
increased to MERV 13 on the supply side. Energy recovery units have the potential for some
cross contamination between the supply and exhaust air streams. Under normal conditions this
is not an issue. During a pandemic we suggest that the filters on the exhaust side be increased
to MERV 13 or best available as a precaution. The ERV units are not connected to the BMS. We
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recommend that the actual fan motor amperage be measured to evaluate final filter
recommendations.
Install the highest level of filtration compatible with the indoor Daiken VRF fan coil units.
According to Daikin, horizontal ducted units can be retrofitted with MERV 13 in most instances if
there is a 2” filter rack. If only 1” a MERV 10 or 11 may be a better operating option. Ceiling
mounted cassettes require a conversion kit to accept MERV 13 filters.
The minimum outdoor air supply position on the Basement, First and Second floor systems
could be increased to provide more outdoor air within the operating limits of the unit. This term
the unit will be operating after the peak cooling season so there should be some flexibility with
unit operating capacity during the fall, winter and spring seasons.
Operate toilet exhaust systems 24/7.
The minimum outdoor air damper positon should be verified during PM. We suggest that the
minimum position be adjusted if necessary to maintain 25-30% or highest possible minimum
outdoor air.
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BUILDING: 130 Point Street
HVAC System Description:
130 Point Street is air conditioned and heated with a relatively new variable refrigerant flow (VRF)
system. The occupied spaces are supplied by recirculating ducted horizontal fan coil units or wall
mounted ductless units. Drawings were not available to review equipment specified design criteria or
operating capacities. The following is based on a walk-through of the building with RISD personnel.
The VRF fan coil units do not provide outdoor air. No separate outdoor air supply system was observed.
The fan coil units were observed with 1” filters. The MERV rating was not known.
Bathrooms are exhausted.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
The building does not have any mechanical outdoor air supply. Ventilation is limited to operable
windows.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Toilet exhaust should operate 24/7.
2. Fan coil unit filtration in the rooms served by ducted VRF fan coil units could be increased.
Filters up to MERV 13 are available for fan coil units but we would be concerned with the high
static pressure and very short operating life through a 1” MERV 13 filter. MERV 11 or 10 could
be a better operating option. We recommend the actual operating speed of the units be
verified to confirm the best filter option(s).
3. The filters in the ductless VRF units in the living areas provide very low levels of filtration. The
washable screens do not have a published MERV rating and is certainly less than the standard
MERV 8. There is not an option to improve the filtration on this style of unit. If additional
treatment of the space is desired we suggest small bi-polar de-ionizing unit specifically designed
to be installed on wall mounted ductless console units.
4. The better approach would be to provide a 100% outdoor air supply/exhaust dedicated outdoor
air energy recovery unit with appropriate filtration to comply with current outdoor air
ventilation requirements for this occupancy. We understand this is not practical within this
schedule but we recommend this be implemented at the first opportunity.
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BUILDING: 161 South Main Street
HVAC System Description:
The building is partially air-conditioned. One packaged rooftop unit serves a portion of the third floor.
A total of 4 additional packaged rooftop units serve the 6th floor. Unit 6-4 also serves the areas directly
below on the 4th and 5th floors (Rooms 402 & 502, respectively). The remaining areas of the building are
served by individual heating and ventilating unis on a floor by floor basis. Each H&V unit functions as a
single zone constant volume ventilation unit. Space local zone temperature control during heating
seasons is maintained by perimeter hot water radiation.
The air conditioning units supply a relatively low percentage of outdoor air (10%). This will likely not
comply with current space ventilation requirements. Typically the H&V units supply a much greater
percentage of outdoor air (40-65%).
There are a total of 8 exhaust systems serving toilets, crawlspaces, EMR and general exhaust from some
spaces.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There are issues of complaints of warm air temperatures due to the lack of cooling in the spaces not air
conditioned. Areas of the building without air conditioning will not maintain the recommended space
temperature conditions.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Increase filtration on the AC and H&V units to MERV 13 or best available. We recommend the
existing motor amperage be measured to evaluate any excess fan capacity to confirm best
filtration options.
2. We recommend that the minimum outdoor air damper position for the AC units be increased to
provide 25-30% or highest possible minimum outdoor air. This should not prove much of a
capacity issue after the peak summer cooling season.
3. Operate toilet exhaust systems 24/7. Please note that currently the toilet exhaust systems are
not controlled through the BMS. The local controls will have to be modified.
4. If additional infection control is desired, it would be possible to install bi-polar ionization
systems in the air conditioning and H&V air handling systems. This would probably be the most
cost effective building wide (or partial if preferred) approach.
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BUILDING: 187 Benefit Garage
HVAC System Description:
The single story building is air conditioned by two packaged rooftop units. One RTU serves the east side
of the building. One RTU serves the south side of the building. Both RTU’s are constant volume single
zone units with standard MERV 8 filters. There was some storage space observed that is not ventilated
or conditioned. None of the building’s mechanical systems are connected to the BMS. Drawings were
not available to review. The following is based on a walk-though of the space with RISD personnel.
There are a total of 3 fan-powered recirculation air filters installed in Studio 100 (2 units) and the
Workroom 108 (1 unit). Manufacturer published ratings of the filter units have not been confirmed but
these would typically provide between MERV14-15 level of final filtration.
Several exhaust and gravity make-up air systems serve Studio 100, Shop 100A and Workroom 108. All
toilet rooms observed had mechanical exhaust ventilation.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
No serious issues reported. One occupant indicated that since the control of both RTU’s were in Studio
100 with separate thermostats there were times the two units appeared to “fight” each other rather
than maintain a common set point. Relocating at least one of the controlling zone thermostats to a
separate room or having the units controlled by a common thermostat in parallel should address this.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Install the MERV 13 or best available filters in the package rooftop units. We recommend that
the existing motor operating amperage be measured to evaluate actual operating condition and
any excess motor power available for additional filtration..
2. Operate the recirculating fan-powered filter units during the occupied cycle.
3. Operate toilet exhaust systems 24/7.
4. We recommend that the minimum outdoor air damper position be verified during PM. We
suggest that the damper minimum position be adjusted if necessary to maintain 25-30% or
highest possible minimum outdoor air.
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BUILDING: 189 Canal Street
HVAC System Description:
The building is air conditioned and ventilated by two packaged variable air volume rooftop units, RTU-1
& RTU-2. RTU-1 serves all occupied floors (1 thru 3) on the north side of the building. RTU-2 serves all
floors on the south side of the building. Each unit has standard MERV 8 filters. Drawings were not
available to review original design conditions or specified equipment operating capacities. The following
is based on a walk-through of the building with RISD personnel. Local space temperature control is
maintained by VAV terminal units with hot water reheat coils. The basement is unoccupied storage and
mechanical space. The basement is ventilated with a 100% outdoor air supply/exhaust system
dedicated to the unoccupied basement. The ERV has an energy wheel and MERV 8 filters.
All toilet rooms observed had mechanical exhaust ventilation.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
None reported.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Install MERV 13 or best available filters in the packaged rooftop units. These units were
observed to be operating with their VFD’s at less than 45% speed so there should be significant
capacity to absorb higher filtration pressure drop.
2. Operate toilet exhaust systems 24/7.
3. Since the basement is unoccupied storage/mechanical space that is ventilated with 100%
outdoor air there is very marginal benefit from installing any additional filtration.
4. We recommend the position and operation of the outdoor air dampers be confirmed during the
recommended preventative maintenance. There seems to be a discrepancy between minimum
outdoor air damper position settings and actual air flow. Ideally these would be correlated
during PM. We suggest that the dampers minimum position be adjusted if necessary to supply
25-30% or highest possible minimum outdoor air.
5. We recommend that the VAV terminal unit minimum positions be confirmed during the
recommended PM. If possible boxes should be tested to confirm minimum turn down is 30% (or
higher) to maintain better space circulation.
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BUILDING: Alumni House
HVAC System Description:
The Alumni House is a former residence that in general does not have any air conditioning. A gas-fired
furnace serves all three floors of the original structure. A two-story addition towards the back of the
building is heated with a gas-fired hot water boiler and radiation. The building is not connected to the
campus BMS. Drawings were not available to review original design conditions or specified equipment
operating capacities. The following is based on a walk-through of the building with RISD personnel.
The toilet rooms observed did not have mechanical exhaust ventilation.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There are issues of warm air temperatures due to the lack of air conditioning. Areas of the building
without air conditioning will not maintain the recommended space temperature conditions.
Areas of the building without ventilation may increase potential exposure to airborne aerosols and
contaminants.
Bathrooms without mechanical exhaust ventilation may increase the risk of potential exposure to
airborne aerosols and contaminants.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Residential furnaces have very limited operating fan capability to respond to system static
pressure. We recommend that the furnace be equipped with the highest level filtration rating
recommended by the manufacturer.
2. The gas-fired furnace controls could be adjusted to provide continuous fan operation with
cycling of the gas furnace section to maintain constant space circulation air flow.
3. If the building is to be occupied we recommend that the bathrooms in the house be equipped
with mechanical exhaust fans that operate continuously during this period.
4. We suggest that the gas-fired furnace serving the original structure be modified to include some
outdoor air supply to mix with the return air. This will require a new outdoor air intake louver,
ductwork, damper(s) and controls.
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BUILDING: Auditorium Building
HVAC System Description:
The building is partially air-conditioned with modern air handling units. Units AHU-1 and 2 serve the
main auditorium including lobby and upper level support spaces. One horizontal air handling unit (S-3)
provides heating and ventilation to two studios (on the 1st and 3rd floors) plus ventilation to some
interior work rooms. Several small ceiling mounted fan coil units air condition the interior work rooms
connected to S-3. Chilled water for the fan coil units is generated by a small dedicated split system
chiller. The remaining areas of the buildings do not have central mechanical ventilation or air
conditioning.
The following original heating and ventilating units still appear to be partially operating:
1. There is a heating and ventilating unit located in the attic that serves Room 625 that appears to
be abandoned.
2. Several original Herman Nelson unit ventilators are installed to serve the studios on the fifth
floor. These are in various states of operating capability.
In addition there are a few local split system recirculating air conditioning units and window AC units
installed to serve individual spaces.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There have been issues of temperature control complaints in the areas without air conditioning,
including the Studios. Areas of the building without air conditioning will not maintain the recommended
space temperature conditions.
Areas of the building without ventilation may increase the potential for exposure to airborne aerosols
and contaminants.
Areas of the building without ventilation or air conditioning limit the ability to improve space infection
control measures.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Units AHU-1 & 2 are equipped with MERV 8 and 13 filter banks with differential pressure
monitoring. There are no priority recommendations for these units at this time. I do suggest
MERV 14 filters be installed in lieu of MERV 13 (MERV 14 is ASHRAE’s preferred minimum).
2. Disable demand control ventilation on AHU-1 & 2 when occupied.
3. Increase filtration on the S-3 H&V system to MERV 13 or best available. Since this is heating
only the impact of reduced flow on occupant comfort will be less.
4. 1” MERV 13 filters are available for the recirculating fan coil units. These have a much higher
pressure drop differential. MERV 10 or 11 may be a better operating option.
5. Local portable HEPA, UV or ionization units can be installed in occupied spaces.
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6. Operate toilet exhaust systems 24/7. Please note that currently the toilet exhaust systems are
not controlled through the BMS. The local controls will have to be modified.
7. Attempt to restore inoperable unit ventilators and heating & ventilating units to reliable
operation to improve space ventilation effectiveness in the areas served. Given the age of the
units this may be difficult. If operation could be restored, MERV 13 or best available filters
should be installed.
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BUILDING: Bank Building
HVAC System Description:
In general the building is not air-conditioned. One heating and ventilating unit serves the building.
Ventilation air is distributed to the Basement through 3rd floors. The basement is primarily storage (for
the Store). The 1st floor is the Store and the 2nd & 3rd floors are occupied by Furniture Design. The
fourth floor used primarily as storage is unventilated. The unit is a constant volume single zone system
specified to have a total design capacity of 7300 CFM/50% outdoor air. Space local zone temperature
control during the heating season is maintained by perimeter hot water radiation and unit heaters.
Air conditioning is limited to some window AC units in a couple of perimeter work rooms.
There are two central exhaust systems (EF-1 & 2) serving the building that provide space general and
toilet room exhaust. Most space general exhaust is from a large hood installed in the second floor
Workroom 217 (EF-1). There is an additional supplemental bench type exhaust system (2 stations)
consisting of flexible ducts connected to a fan that discharges out the front of the building in the 3rd
floor Work Room 317. There is a limited portable dust collection system connected only to the table
saw in the Wood Shop 205.
There are recirculating fan powered filter units installed in the 2nd floor Work Room 204 and the Wood
Shop 205. Reportedly these units have MERV 8 pre-filters and final bag filters. The efficiency of the
bag filter could not be confirmed but based on our initial investigations to the manufacturer’s website is
likely MERV 14 or 15 (95%).
All toilet rooms observed did have mechanical exhaust ventilation.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There have been reported issues of poor air quality in areas where multiple activities involving materials
with fumes (paints, stains, concrete applications, plastics (smooth-on), etc.) This work is usually done in
the open Work Room 204 on the first floor space which is a large open 2-3 story space. Other issues
were reported which were typically generated when existing system equipment failed or required
maintenance.
There are issues of complaints of warm air temperatures due to the lack of air conditioning. Areas of
the building without air conditioning will not maintain the recommended space temperature conditions.
Areas of the building without ventilation may increase the potential for exposure to airborne aerosols or
contaminants.
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Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Increase filtration on the H&V units to MERV 13 or best available. Since this is heating only the
impact of reduced flow on occupant comfort will be less. However we do not want to
compromise the exhaust system operation by limiting make-up air. We do recommend existing
motor amperage be measured to evaluate any excess fan capacity.
2. The systems could be provided with an economizer sequence to increase the minimum outdoor
air supply when outdoor space temperature is below the indoor space temperature. Additional
investigation and coordination with the building occupants would be required because
pressurizing some areas of the building may exacerbate existing air quality problems associated
with the existing use of odor generating products. I do believe the system could be balanced
appropriately but additional engineering is required to confirm.
3. Operate toilet and general exhaust systems 24/7. Given that the third floor toilet exhaust is
combined with a large percentage of space general exhaust we recommend that the make-up
air system operate continually also.
4. Operate the recirculating fan power filter units continuously while the building is occupied.
5. If additional infection control measures are desired:
a. Bi-polar ionization system could be installed in the existing ventilation supply air
systems.
b. Local recirculating air filtration units (HEPA, UV or ionization) could be installed as an
intermediate approach to address priority occupancy areas.
Options to Improve Other Air Quality Issues:
Any processes that involve noxious odors or chemicals should be performed in a controlled
environment. This is a programmatic issue not related to Covid-19. Local exhaust to capture the fumes
at the source is best. In the short term we suggest that a portion of the first floor be partitioned to
isolate the area involving the use of products with noxious odors. To work within the limitations of the
existing system we suggest using the existing General Exhaust Fan EF-1 system be modified with
manually controllable motorized dampers to allow for the space general exhaust to either come from
the open hood in Room 217 over the oven or from the new containment space in Room 204 dependent
upon which activity is required. It must be noted that the smaller the volume and the better the
separation, the more effective the existing exhaust system ca be utilized. The space technician indicated
he could accommodate this alternating use of the space. This limited approach could be implemented
quickly until a more appropriate long term solution can be implemented.
There was the request to increase the system exhaust system capability. Reportedly the exhaust fan
operating capacity was increased from the original design in the past. To confirm actual capabilities of
the existing exhaust and make-up air systems it will be necessary to engage a balancing contractor to
confirm actual existing system operation to evaluate any expansion capabilities. We do not recommend
increasing the exhaust beyond the capabilities of the make-up air system. We believe that any increase
in the space general exhaust rate will have a marginal effect on indoor air quality issues if there is no
attempt to isolate and contain any odor generating processes.
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BUILDING: Bayard Ewing Building
HVAC System Description:
Most of the building is only heated by perimeter hot water radiation supplied by a local gas-fired boiler
system. Few spaces are air conditioned. Ventilation is limited to partial general exhaust systems serving
some seminar rooms and offices, toilet exhaust and operable windows. There are no provisions for
outdoor air supply other than the limited areas described below. There is a small split system DX air
conditioning air handling system that serves the basement Printing and Computer Labs with some
outdoor air supply. These areas do not have windows for natural ventilation. Another split system air
conditioning air handling system with outdoor air ventilation was installed to serve the large lecture
classroom on the first floor.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There have been issues of temperature control complaints in the areas without air conditioning or
ventilation. Areas of the building without air conditioning will not maintain the recommended space
temperature conditions.
Areas of the building without ventilation may increase the risk of exposure to airborne aerosols or
contaminants.
The lack of mechanical ventilation and air conditioning limit the ability to improve space infection
control measures.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Increase filtration on the split system air conditioning systems to MERV 13 or best available.
Existing fan motor amperage should be measured to evaluate the best approach to
accommodate any impact with additional static pressure.
2. Operate toilet exhaust systems 24/7. Please note that currently the toilet exhaust systems are
not controlled through the BMS. The local control system will have to be modified.
3. Disable demand ventilation control on the split system air conditioning unit serving the Lecture
Hall when occupied.
4. Given the lack of any mechanical ventilation and limited temperature control capabilities,
alternative technologies may be considered to improve infection control in the occupied space.
5. Additional options to consider for the BEB are:
a. Recirculating packaged ceiling mounted bi-polar ionization units in large open spaces
and seminar rooms to improve infection control if desired. These units do not provide
outdoor air but have a self-contained fan to circulate space air for effective mixing. The
manufacturer indicates that each unit is capable of covering up to 500 sq. ft. We
investigated the estimated cost of this approach and received an installed cost quote of
$8500 per unit by one contractor.
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b. If some form of room air circulation could be ensured (ceiling fans perhaps) upper level
UV lights would also provide a level of infection control.
c. Self-contained portable units (HEPA, UV or ionization) could be installed in prioritized
spaces.
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BUILDING: Benson Hall
HVAC System Description:
The building is not air-conditioned. One heating and ventilating unit serves the building. The unit is a
100% outdoor air constant volume single zone unit that supplies space ventilation and exhaust make-up
air to the building. There are a total of 13 separate exhaust fans for special room process exhaust and
toilet rooms. Drawings were not available to evaluate system design operating conditions or specified
capacities. The following is based on a walk-through of the space with RISD personnel. Space local zone
temperature control during the heating season is maintained by perimeter hot water radiation.
All toilet rooms observed have mechanical exhaust.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There are issues of warm air temperatures due to the lack of air conditioning. Areas of the building
without air conditioning will not maintain the recommended space temperature conditions.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Since the heating and ventilating unit is 100% outdoor air there is less benefit with increasing
filtration efficiency because there is no space recirculation. Higher levels of filtration would
provide additional protection from potential outdoor air sources only. Currently the VFD is set
at 85% which would suggest there is some additional fan capacity to compensate for an increase
is system static pressure.
2. Operate toilet exhaust systems 24/7. Given that the third floor toilet exhaust is combined with
a large percentage of space general exhaust we recommend that the make-up air system
operate continually also.
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BUILDING: Carr House
HVAC System Description:
The building is heated and air conditioned with 2-pipe change over recirculating fan coil units. The
building has chilled water and steam supplied by the central plant. There is a local steam-to-hot water
converter to produce heating hot water.
There are no central air handling systems to provide mechanical ventilation.
The only outdoor air ventilation supply to the building is limited to the use of operable windows.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
The absence of effective outdoor air ventilation may increase the potential for exposure to airborne
aerosols and contaminants.
Bathrooms without mechanical exhaust ventilation may increase the risk of exposure and infection from
airborne aerosols to space occupants. Additional field investigation is required.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. According to the manufacturer the fan coil racks can accommodate 1” MERV 13 filters. The
pressure drop effect on this type of unit may prove detrimental to performance. Additional field
investigation is required to confirm existing fan operating speed and filter replacement
limitations. MERV 10 or 11 may be more practical operating options.
2. Bathrooms without exhaust fans should have temporary exhaust systems installed.
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BUILDING: Chace Center
HVAC System Description:
The building is heated and air conditioned with central air handling systems installed in 2006. The air
handling systems serve the following areas:
AC-1: 1st & 5th Floor general occupancy spaces
AC-2: 1st Floor Auditorium
AC-3: 2nd & 3rd Floor Museum spaces
AC-4: 4th Floor Conservation
All of the units have multiple stages of filtration, MERV 8 & MERV 14 (originally 90-95%).
Units AC-3 & 4 have humidification to maintain relatively constant relative humidity conditions year
round. In addition these units have carbon gas-phase filtration.
AC-2 has demand ventilation control.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
None reported.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Disable demand ventilation control on AC-2.
2. Since the air handling systems maintain effective temperature and humidity control year round
with higher levels of filtration nothing immediate is required. We only recommend confirming if
new filters have a minimum MERV 14 rating.
3. AC-1 is scheduled to have 100% outdoor air capability. This could be useful in a purge or flush
mode to supply 100% outdoor air.
4. Operate toilet exhaust 24/7.
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BUILDING: College Building
HVAC System Description:
The building is served by multiple HVAC systems that have been installed over a span of 83 years. The
original ventilation units have either been replaced or abandoned in place.
There are no central air handling systems for air conditioning or mechanical ventilation. Multiple local
recirculating split system air conditioning systems have been installed over the years. We identified a
total of eight DX split systems installed to serving the following spaces:
Room 101
Rooms 141-143
Rooms 144-146
Suite 240
Room 216
Room 217
Studios 310 & 312
Room 346
Classroom 521.
In 1983 heating and ventilating units were installed to serve some areas on the east side of the building.
Eleven ceiling mounted horizontal unit ventilators were installed to serve classrooms and studios on the
2nd and 3rd floors (Rooms 210, 211, 212, 217, 231, 310, 312, 317, 319, 325, 328 & 331. A central station
heating and ventilating air handling unit was also installed in a 7th floor mechanical unit to serve the 6th
floor classrooms and studios (Rooms 610, 612 & 631). None of these systems currently operate.
Air conditioning in the remaining areas is limited to localize seasonal window air conditioning units or
dedicated portable AC units.
The only outdoor air ventilation supply to the building is limited to the use of operable windows.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There are issues of complaints with temperature control in areas not air conditioned. Spaces without air
conditioning will not maintain the recommended space temperature conditions.
Reportedly the original air handling systems ductwork is lined with asbestos material preventing any
reuse of these distribution systems.
The absence of effective outdoor air ventilation may increase the potential for exposure to airborne
aerosols to space occupants.
Bathrooms without mechanical exhaust ventilation may increase the risk of exposure and infection from
airborne aerosols to space occupants.
The lack of central ventilation or air conditioning systems limit the ability to improve infection control.
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Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. We suggest the temporary exhaust systems be installed for all public accessible toilet rooms.
2. The types of recirculating air conditioning units installed will likely limit the ability to increase
filtration. We need to confirm what size filters (1” or 2”) can be installed in the existing racks.
With a 1” filter rack MERV 10 or 11 is likely the best to be installed with a reasonable pressure
drop. We recommend installing the best available.
3. Attempt to restore the 1983 vintage ventilation units to working condition to provide
mechanical ventilation and outdoor air supply and best available filtration to these spaces.
4. Local recirculating filtration units (HEPA, UV or ionization) could be installed.
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BUILDING: Design Center
HVAC System Description:
Most of the building is air conditioned with packaged rooftop units. AC-1 is a constant volume unit that
serves the Bookstore (1st & 2nd floors). AC-2 is a variable air volume unit that serves the Basement
through 5th floor levels, including remaining areas of the 1st & 2nd floors. Both units have MERV 8 filters.
Floors 6-9 are not air conditioned or ventilated and are heated only with hot water perimeter radiation.
A heating and ventilating unit is dedicated to supply the basement mechanical room.
Most of the zone variable air volume terminal units do not have hot water reheat coils. Space
temperature control is maintained solely by modulating supply air flow. The minimum turn down on the
boxes is typically 20%. This is quite a low effective ventilation rate. There are a few constant volume
terminal units and these zones have hot water reheat coils for temperature control. In general the
terminal units have the original pneumatic controllers and are not connected to the campus Building
Management System.
There are a total of 13 exhaust systems serving the building that provide toilet exhaust, general exhaust
and several specific program exhaust requirements.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There have been reported issues of poor air quality in areas without ventilation or air conditioning.
There are issues of complaints of warm air temperatures in the areas not air conditioned or ventilated.
Areas of the building that are not air conditioned will not maintain the recommended space
temperature conditions.
Areas of the building without mechanical ventilation may increase the potential for exposure to airborne
aerosol s and contaminants.
Areas of the building without ventilation or air conditioning limit the ability to maintain the
recommended space temperature conditions.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Increase filtration on the AC-1 and AC-2 systems to MERV 13 or best available. On the day of the
visit the VFD of AHU-2 was only operating at 60% which would suggest there was significant
additional motor capacity available. We do recommend existing motor amperage on AHU-1 be
measured to evaluate any excess fan capacity.
2. Consider providing a discharge air temperature reset sequence for AC-2 to try to increase the
effective ventilation rate through VAV zones that do not have reheat temperature control. By
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discharging warmer air, more air is required to maintain space temperature and the space
effective ventilation rate is increased.
3. Increase the minimum outdoor air damper position to the maximum that will allow space
temperature control to be maintained. Since this term the unit will be operating after the peak
cooling season there should be some flexibility to increase the outdoor air rate and still maintain
space temperature.
4. Operate toilet exhaust systems 24/7. Please note that currently the toilet exhaust systems are
not controlled through the BMS. The local controls will have to be modified.
5. Local portable recirculating filtration units (HEPA, UV or ionization) could be installed in
unventilated areas.
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BUILDING: Ewing Center
HVAC System Description:
The Ewing Center is essentially a former residence that in general does not have any central air
conditioning or ventilation systems. There is a DX split system air conditioning unit that serves Meeting
Room 100. The remaining areas of the building are heated only with perimeter hot water radiation.
The toilet rooms observed did not have mechanical exhaust ventilation.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There are issues of warm air temperatures due to the lack of air conditioning. Areas of the building
without air conditioning will not maintain the recommended space temperature conditions.
Areas of the building without ventilation or air conditioning may increase the potential for exposure to
airborne aerosols or contaminants.
Areas of the building without mechanical ventilation or air conditioning limit the ability to improve
infection control.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Increase filtration on the air conditioning unit serving the Meeting Room to the best available
recommended by the manufacturer.
2. If the building is to be occupied we recommend that the bathrooms in the house be equipped
with mechanical exhaust fans that operate continuously during this period.
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BUILDING: Fletcher Building
HVAC System Description:
The building is partially air-conditioned and ventilated with multiple systems:
1. RISD occupies a portion of the first floor as a Studio/Work Shop that has a dedicated constant
volume air handling unit that air conditions and ventilates the space. The unit has outdoor air
demand ventilation control.
2. The 2nd and 3rd floors are served by two energy recovery units (1/floor) with heat wheels that
supply and exhaust air from the space. Each floor has a zone reheat coil to maintain minimum
supply air temperatures during the winter.
3. Floors 4-6 are occupied as studios that in general do not have any ventilation.
4. There are two side-wall mounted propeller fans that exhaust the 6th floor sky light space in the
lobby area.
Multiple exhaust fans ventilate toilet rooms and several dedicated spaces. All toilet rooms observed had
mechanical exhaust.
Drawings were not available to evaluate original design conditions or specified operating capacities. The
following is based on a walk-through of the facility with RISD personnel and review of system BMS data.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There are issues of complaints of warm air temperatures in the areas not air conditioned and/or not
ventilated. Areas of the building not air conditioned will not maintain the recommended space
temperature conditions.
Areas of the building without ventilation may increase the risk of exposure to airborne aerosols or
contaminants.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Try to install MERV 13 (or best available) filters on all air handling systems. One specific
observation is that AHU-1 appears to operate around 93% speed which would suggest there
may be limited additional capacity. This unit has 4” thick filters which will have a lower initial
static pressure influence and extended operating life over a standard 2” filter. Lowering the
discharge air temperature could compensate if necessary to improve space temperature control
if air flow is reduced with more efficient filters.
2. The ERV systems supply 100% outdoor so there is less benefit with increasing the filtration on
the supply air side because there is no space direct recirculation. Higher level of filtration would
provide additional protection from outdoor air potential sources. The ERV units could be
increased to MERV 13 on the supply side. Energy recovery units have the potential for some
cross contamination between the supply and exhaust air streams. Under normal conditions this
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is not an issue. During a pandemic we suggest that the filters on the exhaust side be increased
to MERV 13 or best available as a precaution. We recommend that the actual fan motor
amperages be measure to evaluate the best approach to accommodate higher levels of
filtration.
3. Disable outdoor air demand ventilation control on the unit serving the first floor studios.
4. Operate toilet exhaust systems 24/7. Please note that currently the toilet exhaust systems are
not controlled through the BMS.
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BUILDING: Market House
HVAC System Description:
There are no central air handling systems to provide air conditioning or mechanical ventilation. Several
local split system recirculating fan coil unit air conditioning systems serve the studios on the second
floor.
Air conditioning in the remaining areas is limited to localize seasonal window air conditioning units or
dedicated portable AC units.
The entire building is heated with perimeter low pressure steam cast iron radiators installed in 1950.
The only outdoor air ventilation supply to the building is limited to the use of operable windows.
The toilet rooms are partially exhausted. The Women’s Room is exhausted. The Men’s Room is not.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There are issues of complaints with temperature control in areas not air conditioned. Spaces not air
conditioned will not maintain the recommended space temperature conditions.
The absence of effective outdoor air ventilation may increase the potential for exposure to airborne
aerosols to space occupants.
Bathrooms without mechanical exhaust ventilation may increase the risk of exposure to airborne
aerosols to space occupants.
The lack of mechanical ventilation and air conditioning limit the ability to improve space infection
control measures.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. The types of recirculating air conditioning units installed will likely limit the ability to increase
filtration. We need to confirm what size filters (1” or 2”) can be installed in the existing racks.
With a 1” filter rack MERV 10 or 11 is likely the best to be installed with a reasonable pressure
drop. We recommend installing the best available.
2. Temporary exhaust should be installed in toilet rooms open to public occupants that do not
have mechanical exhaust.
3. Local recirculation HEPA, UV or ionization units may be the best option to improve infection
control in the occupied spaces.
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BUILDING: Mason Building
HVAC System Description:
The building is served by multiple floor-by-floor variable air volume air conditioning systems. Units AC-1
through 5 are packaged water-cooled air conditioning units that serve floors Basement through the 5th
floor. The top floor is served by a packaged gas fired rooftop unit. A separate gas-fired hot water boiler
supplies hot water for VAV terminal unit reheat coils and perimeter radiation. The areas served by the
respective units are as follows:
Unit
Area Served
AC-1
Basement
AC-2
1st & 2nd Floors
AC-3
3rd Floor
AC-4
4th Floor
AC-5
5th Floor
RTU-1
6th Floor
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
None identified.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Increase filtration on air handling systems to MERV 13 or best available. A review of the
operating status as monitored by the BMS suggests that all of the central air handling units (AC1 thru 5) have VFD’s and most are operating well within the capacity of the VFD (<75%). Status
of RTU VFD speed was not available through the BMS. We recommend additional investigation
at site to confirm operating status and alternatives if necessary to accommodate higher level
filtration.
2. The air conditioning units minimum outdoor air damper position could be increased to the
maximum that will still allow temperature control. Since this term the system will be operating
after the peak cooling season there should be some flexibility to increase the minimum outdoor
air flow during the fall, winter and spring sessions.
3. Operate toilet exhaust systems 24/7. Please note that currently the toilet exhaust systems are
not controlled through the BMS. The local control system will have to be modified.
4. Evaluate VAV minimum turndown flows when final space occupancies are determined.
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BUILDING: Memorial Hall
HVAC System Description:
The building is air-conditioned and heated with six single zone constant volume air handling units.
AC-1 serves the 1st and 2nd floor Studios
AC-2 serves the 3rd floor Studio
AC-3 serves the 1st floor Gallery
AC-4 serves the 2nd floor Gallery
AC-5 serves the 3rd floor Gallery
AC-6 serves the 4th floor Tap Room
AC-1 & AC-2 are 100% outdoor air units with steam humidifiers for winter humidification and glycol heat
recovery. These units have MERV 14 cartridge filters.
Air conditioning units AC-3 thru 6 supply a relatively low percentage of outdoor air (15%) when
compared with most current designs for this occupancy. This may be low to satisfy current space
ventilation requirements. These units have MERV 8 filters.
There are a total of 12 exhaust systems serving toilets, crawlspaces, EMR and general exhaust from
some spaces.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
None reported.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Increase filtration on the air handling units (AC-3 thru 6) to MERV 13 or best available. Current
motor operating capacity is not monitored by the BMS (several units were off on the day of
observation). We recommend the existing motor amperage be measured to evaluate any
excess fan capacity to confirm the impact of additional filtration.
2. We recommend that the minimum outdoor air damper position for the AC-3 thru 6 units be
increased to provide 25-30% or highest possible minimum outdoor air. This should not prove
much of a capacity issue after the peak summer cooling season.
3. Operate toilet exhaust systems 24/7.
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BUILDING: Metcalf Building
HVAC System Description:
The building does not have central air conditioning or ventilation. There are several local heating and
ventilating units to serve some spaces:
1. The basement appears to be fully ventilated with a total of five (5) 100% outdoor air heating and
ventilating units (AHU-1 thru 5). All air from the basement is exhausted.
2. An old H&V unit serves the first floor Foundary area. The Foundary space appears to be
exhausted by an old fan up on the roof.
3. A similar vintage H&V supplies several rooms on the second floor (Rms. 202, 216, 218 & 220).
4. The Glass Hot Shop on the fourth floor has two make-up air fans. One fan supplies air to the
space with two zone reheat coils. One fan supplies untempered outdoor air directly to the kiln
hoods.
Air conditioning is limited to local window AC units.
There are numerous dedicated process exhaust systems installed throughout the building. There many
specialized benchtop backsplash hoods, chemical hoods, localized flexible duct capture hoods, overhead
slot hoods, down draft hoods, etc. apparently for specific processes. Most of these systems appear to
discharge out the side of the building. It should be noted that the only source of ventilation for most of
the spaces is from the operable windows along the building perimeter. There do not appear to be
drawings available documenting the installation so operating capacities cannot easily be estimated. In
general there are no make-up air provisions for these process exhaust systems except for the spaces
noted in the H&V system description above.
The building toilet rooms are not exhausted. Ventilation is limited to operable windows.
There are multiple spaces with recirculating fan powered filtration units mounted suspended from the
ceiling. These units have MERV8 pre-filters and likely MERV 14-15 final bag filters.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There are issues of complaints of warm air temperatures in the areas not air conditioned and/or not
ventilated. Spaces without air conditioning will not maintain the recommended space temperature
conditions.
Areas not ventilated may increase the rise of exposure to airborne aerosols or contaminants.
Toilet rooms without mechanical exhaust ventilation may increase the potential for exposure and
infection from airborne aerosols to space occupants.
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Areas of the building without air conditioning or mechanical ventilation limit the ability to improve space
infection control measures.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Increase filtration on the heating and ventilating systems to MERV 13 or best available. We do
recommend existing motor amperage be measured to evaluate any excess fan capacity to
confirm the maximum filter efficiency recommended.
2. We recommend the installation of a temporary toilet exhaust system should be considered for
all public toilet rooms.
3. Operate recirculating fan powered filter units where installed when the space is occupied if the
noise is not an issue.
4. Operate select process exhaust systems continually during occupied periods to establish some
air movement in unventilated spaces. We recommend this be tested to confirm any potential
negative impacts on the space – sound, excess negative pressurization, leakage through old
ductwork within the space on the discharge side of fans under positive pressure or reentrainment from operable windows. We are concerned that trying to operate too many of the
exhaust systems simultaneously without a reasonable controlled source of make-up air could
result in potentially detrimental side effects.
5. The multiple programmatic separations and process exhaust systems, combined with the lack of
any central supply ventilation system makes any building wide approach to implement
additional infection control technologies very difficult. We believe the best that could be done
is the installation of local ceiling mounted or portable recirculation (HEPA, UV or ionization)
units if additional levels of infection control were attempted. ionization
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BUILDING: Museum
HVAC System Description:
The building is heated and air conditioned with central air handling systems of various ages. In general
the entire facility and is maintained at relatively constant temperature and humidity conditions year
round. The air handling systems serve the following areas:
S-1: Raedeke
S-2: Raedeke
S-3: Raedeke
S-4: Pendalton
S-5: Raedeke
S-6: Pendalton Metal Storage
S-7: Raedeke Garden Gallery
AHU-1: Farago
AHU-2 Farago
AHU-3 Farago
The air handling systems provide a constant fixed supply of outdoor air (no economizer cooling). Air
handling systems provide humidification in the winter months through steam-to-steam humidifiers that
produce clean steam for humidification.
Most of the air handling systems serving the facility have multiple stages of filtration. Typically MERV 8
and MERV 13 or 14. Because of the age of the some of the units and the changes in filter ratings there
may be some discrepancies. Prior to 1987 filters were rated as 80-85% or 90-95% which today are
essentially classified as MERV 13 and 14, respectively.
In general the public bathrooms are mechanically exhausted.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
None reported.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Since the air handling systems maintain effective temperature and humidity control year round
with higher levels of filtration nothing immediate is required. We would recommend the use of
MERV 14 filters in all air handling units.
2. Run toilet exhaust 24/7.
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BUILDING: South Main Barn
HVAC System Description:
This review is limited to the spaces currently occupied by RISD. Various portions of the building are
occupied with several programs each with a dedicated HVAC system. Drawings were not available to
review specified design condition or equipment operating capacities. This review is based on a walkthrough of the RISD occupied spaces:
• Project Open Door is served by two horizontal split system air source heat pump units. The
indoor horizontal fan coil units are installed above ceilings in the support and office areas. The
fan coil units are recirculating only without outdoor air ventilation supply. The return air grill to
the unit serving 002 is significantly blocked that would likely restrict air flow. The indoor units
have 1” MERV 7 filters.
• Teaching & Learning in Art Design is served by a gas-fired single zone constant volume rooftop
unit. The unit has 2” MERV 8 filters. The unit would appear to have outdoor air intake
capabilities. The actual amount of outdoor air supplied is not known.
• Continuing Education (Lower) is served by a gas-fired single zone constant volume rooftop unit.
The unit has 2” MERV 8 filters. The unit would appear to have outdoor air intake capabilities.
The actual amount of outdoor air supplied is not known.
• Continuing Education (Upper) is served by two horizontal split system air source heat pump
units. The indoor horizontal fan coil units are installed above ceilings in the support and office
areas. The fan coil units appear to be recirculating only without outdoor air ventilation supply.
The indoor units have 1” MERV 7 filters
Most program spaces observed did not have dedicated bathrooms but had access to common toilet
facilities. Project Open Door did have two toilet rooms. All toilet rooms observed were exhausted
through ceiling exhaust fans.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
Outdoor ventilation air is not supplied to most occupied spaces. Only Teaching & Learning in Art Design
and Continuing Education (Lower) spaces appear to have any provisions for outdoor ventilation air
supply.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Filtration in the gas-fired rooftop units should be increased to MERV 13 or best available.
2. The amount of outdoor air supply through the rooftop units should be investigated as part of
the next PM. I suggest adjusting the dampers if necessary to provide 25-30% or highest possible
minimum outdoor air. This is likely higher than the original design but should be less of an issue
during the fall and winter operation of this critical cycle.
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3. Filtration in the split system heat pump unit fan coils should be increased. Current design
standards would suggest MERV 8 minimum. 1” filters up to MERV 13 are available for fan coil
units but we would be concerned with the high static pressure and very short operating life
through a 1” MERV 13 filter. MERV 11 or 10 could be a better operating option.
4. The toilet exhaust fan should operate 24/7.
5. The return air grill in Project Open Door should be opened to help ensure maximum circulation
air flow.
6. The lack of mechanical ventilation to many occupied spaces is a concern. Local portable HEPA,
UV or ionization units would be an option to improve infection control. I would suggest these
be considered in common areas and large open spaces as a priority.
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BUILDING: South Main Three
HVAC System Description:
This review is limited to the spaces currently occupied by RISD. The RISD occupied space in South Main
Three building is served by a gas-fired furnace with split system DX air conditioning. The furnace has 1”
MERV 7 filters. The unit operates as a constant volume single zone system. The unit does not provide
outdoor ventilation air. Ventilation air to the space is limited to operable windows. Drawings were not
available to review specified design condition or equipment operating capacities.
The bathroom is exhausted with a ceiling exhaust fan with light switch control.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
Outdoor ventilation air is not supplied to occupied spaces. Outdoor air appears to be limited to natural
ventilation through operable windows.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Filtration in the fan coil units should be increased. Current design standards would suggest
MERV 8 minimum. 1” filters up to MERV 13 are available for fan coil units but we would be
concerned with the high static pressure and very short operating life through a 1” MERV 13
filter. MERV 11 or 10 could be a better operating option.
2. The toilet exhaust fan should be rewired to operate 24/7.
3. The lack of mechanical ventilation to the occupied spaces is a concern. I would suggest trying to
provide a temporary outdoor air intake connection to the existing gas-fired furnace. The actual
amount of outdoor air supplied will be limited to the capabilities of the existing equipment.
4. Local portable HEPA, UV or ionization units would be an option to improve infection control. I
would suggest the Mezzanine public conference space and Reception areas would be the
highest priorities.
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BUILDING: Waterman Building
HVAC System Description:
The building’s HVAC system consists on a central 100% outdoor supply/exhaust energy recovery unit
that supplies ventilation air throughout the building. Local space temperature control is maintained by
individual 4-pipe fan coil units. The ERV consists of a packaged supply fan, exhaust fan, energy recovery
wheel, chilled water cooling coil, hot water heating coil and MERV 8 filters. Both the supply and exhaust
fans have variable frequency drives. Supply and exhaust air from the occupied spaces are ducted to the
unit. This unit was off on the day of observation.
There are four separate toiler exhaust fan systems (EF-1 thru 4) that serve the following rooms:
EF-1: Lower Level Restroom (Left)
EF-2: Lower Level Restroom (Right)
EF-3: Third Level Restroom
EF-4: Fourth Level Restroom
Drawings are not available to evaluate original design or operating capacities. Final building maximum
occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
None reported.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
The following are recommended to improve the level of infection control:
1. The ERV systems supply 100% outdoor so there is less benefit with increasing the filtration on
the supply air side because there is no space direct recirculation. Higher level of filtration would
provide additional protection from outdoor air potential sources. The ERV units could be
increased to MERV 13 on the supply side. Energy recovery units have the potential for some
cross contamination between the supply and exhaust air streams. Under normal conditions this
is not an issue. During a pandemic we suggest that the filters on the exhaust side be increased
to MERV 13 or best available as a precaution. We recommend that the actual fan motor
amperages be measure to evaluate the best approach to accommodate higher levels of
filtration.
2. Operate toilet exhaust systems 24/7.
3. Fan coil filters could be upgraded to higher efficiency. Since FCU’s in general appear to serve
individual rooms the benefit will be less beneficial and more isolated than a building wide
upgrade. 1” MERV 13 filters are available but with a higher pressure drop penalty. MERV 10 or
11 may be a more practical operating approach.
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BUILDING: What Cheer Studio Building
HVAC System Description:
The building is fully air conditioned by a total of three (3) central station air handling units:
• AHU-1 serves the west side of the second floor. This is a constant volume 100% outdoor air
unit.
• AHU-2 serves the first floor. This is a constant volume singe zone mixed air (outdoor & return
air) unit. There are two separate reheat coils to maintain zone temperature within the space,
east and west zones, respectively.
• AHU-3 serves the east portion of the second floor. This is a constant volume single zone mixed
air unit.
All air handling units have MERV 8 filters.
There are a total of 5 exhaust systems serving the building as follows:
EF-1E: AHU-1
EF-1W: AHU-1
EF-2: Basement
EF-3
First Floor
TE-1: Toilet Rooms
All toilet rooms observed had mechanical exhaust ventilation.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
None reported. On the day of the site visit the building chiller had failed and was down for repairs.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Try to install MERV 13 (or best available) filters on all air handling units. The units do not have
variable speed drives. It will be necessary to measure the existing fan motor operating amps to
fully evaluate the impact and best approach to respond to any additional static pressure from
more efficient filters.
2. AHU-2 & 3 are specified to provide 10% outdoor air. This is low by today’s typical ventilation
requirements. We suggest that the minimum outdoor air be rebalanced to provide 25-30% or
highest possible minimum outdoor air. This should not create a serious capacity issue during
fall, winter and spring occupancies.
3. Operate toilet exhaust systems 24/7.
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BUILDING: Woods Gerry Building
HVAC System Description:
The building is heated and air conditioned with multiple systems installed over the years:
• The first floor is heated and air conditioned with recirculating split system VRF fan coil units.
These include a combination of ducted style units and floor mounted console units.
• The second and third floors are air conditioned with recirculating split system DX fan coil units
ducted to the spaces served. These floors are heated with old cast iron steam radiators supplied
by a local low pressure steam boiler.
The only outdoor air ventilation supply to the building is limited to the use of operable windows.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
The absence of effective outdoor air ventilation may increase the potential for exposure to airborne
aerosols and contaminants.
Bathrooms without mechanical exhaust ventilation may increase the risk of exposure to airborne
aerosols and contaminants.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. The types of fan coil units installed (split system and VRF) will likely limit the ability to increase
filtration. We need to confirm what size filters (1” or 2”) can be installed in the existing racks.
2” MERV 13 should be installed where possible. With a 1” filter rack MERV 10 or 11 is likely the
best to be installed with a reasonable pressure drop. We recommend installing the best
available.
2. We recommend that temporary exhaust system(s) be installed in all unventilated toilet rooms
used by the occupants.
3. Consider local recirculating HEPA, UV or bi-polar ionization units if public access to the gallery is
maintained.
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SECTION 3: RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
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BUILDING: 15 Westminster
HVAC System Description:
The building is partially air-conditioned with multiple systems. The Basement through second floors are
occupied with several programs: Library, Café, Office, Storage, etc. Floors 3-11 are residential student
housing in apartment style units. The 12th floor was formerly occupied with a dining facility that
currently is not occupied. Drawings of the residential floors were not available for review. The following
is based on a walk-through of the space with RISD personnel.
The following systems serving the residential floors have been identified:
• MAU-3 thru 11: Are individual floor-by-floor 100% outdoor air central station air handling units.
Chilled water for summer air conditioning is generated by separate water-to-water heat pump
units typically designed to serve 2 floors each (except 11). Currently neither the heat pump
refrigeration section nor the air handling unit fans are operable. 100% outdoor air is ducted to
the corridor hallways and individual living units.
• Each residential unit has a dedicated water-source heat pump installed above the ceiling to
maintain space temperature control.
Dorm unit bathrooms are exhausted through central exhaust systems.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There were no reported issues.
Spaces without ventilation or air conditioning would be areas of concern with respect to infection
control. This would include the corridors any other common areas.
Without outdoor air supply in the living units from the make-up air systems ventilation is limited to
operable windows.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. 1” MERV 13 filters are available for the dorm unit recirculating heat pump units but have a
relative high pressure drop penalty and likely a much shorter operating life. MERV 10 or 11 may
be better operating options.
2. Operate toilet exhaust systems 24/7. Please note that currently the toilet exhaust systems are
not controlled through the BMS.
3. Attempt to restore the residential floor make-up air units to operation at a minimum as heating
only units if it simplifies the repair effort (and costs). This will improve space ventilation
conditions in the common corridors.
4. If the corridor and unit make-up air units can be made operational since they provide 100%
outdoor air there is less benefit with higher levels of filtration. MERV 13 filters would provide
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additional protection from potential outdoor air sources. If MERV 13 is to be considered we
recommend that the air handling unit fan operating motor amperages be measured and
recorded to evaluate the best approach to accommodate any additional system static pressure.
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BUILDING: Barstow House
HVAC System Description:
The Barstow House is a former residence converted to student residential housing. Design drawings of
the building were not available. The following is based on a walk-through of the house with RISD
maintenance personnel.
The building is not air conditioned. There is no mechanical outdoor ventilation air supply. Only natural
ventilation is available through operable windows. The building is heated with wall mounted residential
style hot water unit heaters in most spaces. The unit heaters have packaged aquastat control to allow
fan operation when the supply water temperature is between (105-120 °F). In general the fans are
controlled manually (low/high speed) to maintain space temperature. The fan coil units do not have any
filters nor is a filter option offered by the manufacturer.
There is no program space identified for the basement.
Bathrooms are exhausted with individual ceiling or wall fans on light switch control.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There are issues of warm air temperatures in the areas not air conditioned and not ventilated. Spaces
without air conditioning will not maintain the recommended space conditions.
Areas without ventilation may increase the risk of exposure and infection from airborne aerosols and
contaminants.
Basement areas without ventilation occupied by the students should be evaluated by an Industrial
Hygienist. In general some spaces seemed stagnant and dank.
The lack of mechanical ventilation and air conditioning significantly limits the ability to improve the
infection control capabilities of the existing system. The existing heating units also do not have the
capability of providing any filtration.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Toilet exhaust fans should be rewired to operate 24/7.
2. We suggest that unventilated basement spaces be secured from the students.
3. Unit heater controls could be modified to allow continuous fan operation to provide constant
circulation in the occupied spaces. This will require adding a control valve, a thermostat and
rewiring the existing aquastat. In addition the existing boiler pump and operating controls
would have to be modified. A minimum flow by-pass would likely be required. Given the
potential complication with this approach we recommend this approach be priced out to fully
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evaluate the cost and benefits of this approach. One advantage of this work is that the work
would not have to be completed before projected occupancy. Heat should not be required until
after October 1st.
4. Local recirculating HEPA, UV or bi-polar ionization units could provide some local protection.
We suggest this be considered in the common spaces at a minimum.
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BUILDING: Carpenter House
HVAC System Description:
The Carpenter House is a former residence converted to student residential housing. Design drawings of
the building were not available. The following is based on a walk-through of the house with RISD
maintenance personnel.
The building is not air conditioned. There is no mechanical outdoor ventilation air supply. Only natural
ventilation is available through operable windows. The building is heated with wall mounted residential
style hot water unit heaters in most spaces. The unit heaters have packaged aquastat control to allow
fan operation when the supply water temperature is between (105-120 °F). In general the fans are
controlled manually (low/high speed) to maintain space temperature. The fan coil units do not have any
filters nor is a filter option offered by the manufacturer.
There is some program space identified the basement namely a Work Room, Storage and Hallway. The
Work Room and Storage do have ceiling exhaust fans.
Bathrooms are exhausted with individual ceiling or wall fans on light switch control.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There are issues of warm air temperatures in the areas not air conditioned and/or not ventilated.
Spaces without air conditioning will not maintain the recommended space temperature conditions.
Areas without ventilation may increase the risk of exposure and infection from airborne aerosols and
contaminants.
Basement areas without ventilation occupied by the students should be evaluated by an Industrial
Hygienist. In general some spaces seemed stagnant and dank.
The lack of mechanical ventilation and air conditioning significantly limits the ability to improve the
infection control capabilities of the existing system. The existing heating units also do not have the
capability of providing any filtration.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Toilet exhaust fans should be rewired to operate 24/7.
2. We suggest that unventilated basement spaces be secured from the students to the fullest
extent possible. If the basement remains occupied we suggest a mechanical make-up air
ventilation system be considered.
3. Unit heater controls could be modified to allow continuous fan operation to provide constant
circulation in the occupied spaces. This will require adding a control valve, a thermostat and
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rewiring the existing aquastat. In addition the existing boiler pump and operating controls
would have to be modified. A minimum flow by-pass would likely be required. Given the
potential complication with this approach we recommend this approach be priced out to fully
evaluate the cost and benefits of this approach. One advantage of this work is that the work
would not have to be completed before projected occupancy. Heat should not be required until
after October 1st.
4. Local recirculating HEPA, UV or bi-polar ionization units could provide some local protection.
We suggest this be considered in the common spaces at a minimum.
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BUILDING: Charles Landing
HVAC System Description:
The Charles Landing units are structured as individual apartment style units. The building is not air
conditioned. There is no supply ventilation air to core common areas or individual living units. Living
units are limited to operable windows for ventilation. Living units are air conditioned with horizontal
split system DX fan coil units with electric heating coils installed above the bathroom ceiling. The fan
coil units have 1” MERV 7 filters. Bathrooms are exhausted with individual ceiling fans on light switch
control. Drawings were not available to review original design conditions or specified equipment
capacities.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
Interior core common areas (namely stairwells) do not have mechanical or natural ventilation and the
air is stagnant. Public laundry facilities do not have mechanical or natural ventilation. Spaces without
ventilation increase the risk of exposure and infection from airborne aerosols and contaminants.
Areas without air conditioning will not maintain the recommended space temperature conditions.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Filtration in the fan coil units should be increased. Current design standards would suggest
MERV 8 minimum. 1” filters up to MERV 13 are available for fan coil units but we would be
concerned with the high static pressure and very short operating life through a 1” MERV 13
filter. MERV 11 or 10 could be a better operating option.
2. Toilet exhaust fans should be rewired to operate 24/7.
3. The lack of any ventilation to the common spaces is a concern. I am particularly concerned with
the core common areas in the interior of the building with stagnant air conditions and no access
to operable windows. The lack of any ventilation is a particular concern during a pandemic. The
only potential option in these areas would be local portable units but given the open nature of
these common spaces may prove very difficult to secure.
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BUILDING: Colonial Apartments
HVAC System Description:
The Colonial Apartments units are structured as individual studio units or 2-3 bedroom apartment style
units. The building is not air conditioned. There is no supply ventilation air to core common areas or
individual living units. Living units are limited to operable windows for ventilation. Heating is by
perimeter hot water radiation. Bathrooms are exhausted with individual ceiling fans on light switch
control. Drawings were not available to review original design conditions or specified equipment
capacities.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There are issues of warm air temperatures in the areas not air conditioned and/or not ventilated.
Spaces that are not air conditioned will not maintain the recommended space temperature conditions.
Interior core areas (hallways) do not have mechanical or natural ventilation and the air is stagnant.
Areas without ventilation may increase the risk of potential exposure and infection from airborne
aerosols and contaminants.
The lack of mechanical ventilation and air conditioning significantly limits the ability to improve the
infection control capabilities of the existing system. The existing heating units also do not have the
capability of providing any filtration.

Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Toilet exhaust fans should be rewired to operate 24/7.
2. The lack of any ventilation to the common spaces is a concern. I am particularly concerned with
the core common areas in the interior of the building with stagnant air conditions and no access
to operable windows. The lack of any ventilation is a particular concern during a pandemic. The
only potential option in these areas would be local portable units but given the open nature of
these common spaces may prove very difficult to secure.
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BUILDING: Congdon House
HVAC System Description:
The Congdon House is a former residence converted to student residential housing. Design drawings of
the building were not available. The following is based on a walk-through of the house with RISD
maintenance personnel.
The building is not air conditioned. There is no mechanical outdoor ventilation air supply. Only natural
ventilation is available through operable windows. The building is heated with a combination of wall
mounted residential style unit heaters in most spaces with some baseboard radiation in some common
areas. The unit heaters have packaged aquastat control to allow fan operation when the supply water
temperature is between (105-120 °F). In general the unit fan is controlled manually (low/high speed) to
maintain space temperature. The units do not have any filters nor is a filter option offered by the
manufacturer. Currently there is a portable recirculating air conditioning unit and a portable electric
heater in Lounge 113.
There are some common occupied spaces in the basement primarily the Laundry, Hallway and Storage
that in general has no ventilation.
Bathrooms are exhausted with individual ceiling fans on light switch control.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There are issues of warm air temperatures in the areas not air conditioned and/or not ventilated.
Spaces not air conditioned will not maintain the recommended space temperature conditions.
Areas without ventilation may increase the risk of potential exposure from airborne aerosols and
contaminants.
Basement areas without ventilation occupied by the students should be evaluated by an Industrial
Hygienist. In general some spaces seemed stagnant and dank.
The lack of mechanical ventilation and air conditioning significantly limits the ability to improve the
infection control capabilities of the existing system. The existing heating units also do have the
capability of providing any filtration.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Toilet exhaust fans should be rewired to operate 24/7.
2. We suggest that unventilated spaces in the basement be secured from the students to the
fullest extent possible. If the basement remains occupied we suggest a mechanical supply air
ventilation system be considered.
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3. Unit heater controls could be modified to allow continuous fan operation to provide constant
circulation in the occupied spaces. This will require adding a control valve, a thermostat and
rewiring the existing aquastat. In addition the existing boiler pump and operating controls
would have to be modified. A minimum flow by-pass would likely be required. Given the
potential complication with this approach we recommend this approach be priced out to fully
evaluate the cost and benefits of this approach. One advantage of this work is that the work
would not have to be completed before projected occupancy. Heat should not be required until
after October 1st.
4. Local recirculating HEPA, UV or bi-polar ionization units could provide some local protection.
We suggest this be considered in the common spaces at a minimum.
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BUILDING: Dexter House
HVAC System Description:
The Dexter House is a former residence converted to student residential housing. Design drawings of
the building were not available. The following is based on a walk-through of the house with RISD
maintenance personnel.
The building is not air conditioned. There is no mechanical outdoor ventilation air supply. Only natural
ventilation is available through operable windows. The building is heated with perimeter hot water
radiation.
There is some program space identified the basement namely the Laundry.
Bathrooms are exhausted with individual ceiling fans on light switch control.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There are issues of warm air temperatures in the areas not air conditioned and/or not ventilated.
Spaces not air conditioned will not maintain the recommended space temperature conditions.
Basement areas without ventilation occupied by the students should be evaluated by an Industrial
Hygienist. In general some spaces seemed stagnant and dank.
Areas without ventilation may increase the risk of potential exposure to airborne aerosols and
contaminants.
The lack of mechanical ventilation and air conditioning significantly limits the ability to improve the
infection control capabilities of the existing system.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Toilet exhaust fans should be rewired to operate 24/7.
2. We suggest that unventilated basement spaces be secured from the students to the fullest
extent possible. If the basement remains occupied we suggest a mechanical make-up air
ventilation system be considered.
3. Local recirculating HEPA, UV or bi-polar ionization units could provide some local protection.
We suggest this be considered in the common spaces at a minimum.
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BUILDING: Dunnell House
HVAC System Description:
The Dunnell House is a former residence converted to student residential housing. Design drawings of
the building were not available. The following is based on a walk-through of the house with RISD
maintenance personnel.
The building is not air conditioned. There is no mechanical outdoor ventilation air supply. Only natural
ventilation is available through operable windows. The building is heated with wall mounted residential
style hot water unit heaters in most spaces. The unit heaters have packaged aquastat control to allow
fan operation when the supply water temperature is between (105-120 °F). In general the fans are
controlled manually (low/high speed) to maintain space temperature). The fan coil units do not have
any filters nor is a filter option offered by the manufacturer.
There is some program space identified the basement namely a Lounge, Trunk Room and Corridor. No
supply or exhaust ventilation was observed. There is a recirculation style air filtration unit in the Trunk
Room.
Bathrooms are exhausted with individual ceiling or wall fans on light switch control.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There are issues of warm air temperatures in the areas not air conditioned and/or not ventilated. Areas
without air conditioning will not maintain the recommended space temperature conditions.
Areas without ventilation may increase the potential for exposure air airborne aerosols and
contaminants.
Basement areas without ventilation occupied by the students should be evaluated by an Industrial
Hygienist. In general some spaces seemed stagnant and dank.
The lack of mechanical ventilation and air conditioning significantly limits the ability to improve the
infection control capabilities of the existing system. The existing heating units also do not have the
capability of providing any filtration.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Toilet exhaust fans should be rewired to operate 24/7.
2. We suggest that unventilated basement spaces be secured from the students to the fullest
extent possible. If the basement remains occupied we suggest a mechanical make-up air
ventilation system be considered.
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3. Unit heater controls could be modified to allow continuous fan operation to provide constant
circulation in the occupied spaces. This will require adding a control valve, a thermostat and
rewiring the existing aquastat. In addition the existing boiler pump and operating controls
would have to be modified. A minimum flow by-pass would likely be required. Given the
potential complication with this approach we recommend this approach be priced out to fully
evaluate the cost and benefits of this approach. One advantage of this work is that the work
would not have to be completed before projected occupancy. Heat should not be required until
after October 1st.
4. Local recirculating HEPA, UV or bi-polar ionization units could provide some local protection.
We suggest this be considered in the common spaces at a minimum.
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BUILDING: Dwight House
HVAC System Description:
The Dwight House is a former residence converted to apartment style student residential housing.
There are a combination of studio units with individual kitchen and bathroom. Some two bedroom units
have a common kitchen and bath. Design drawings of the building were not available. The following is
based on a walk-through of the house with RISD maintenance personnel.
The building is not air conditioned. There is no mechanical outdoor ventilation air supply. Only natural
ventilation is available through operable windows. The building is heated with floor mounted console
style hot water unit heaters in most spaces. In general the fans cycle in response to space temperature.
The unit heaters have standard 1” filters.
Bathrooms are exhausted with individual ceiling fans on light switch control.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There are issues of warm air temperatures in the areas not air conditioned and/or not ventilated.
Spaces without air conditioning will not maintain the recommended space temperature conditions.
Spaces without ventilation may increase the risk of exposure to airborne aerosols and contaminants.
The lack of mechanical ventilation and air conditioning significantly limits the ability to improve the
infection control capabilities of the existing system. The existing heating units also do not have the
capability of providing any filtration.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Toilet exhaust fans should be rewired to operate 24/7.
2. Filtration could be increased on this style of fan coil units. 1” MERV 13 filters are available but
have a much higher pressure drop. We suggest MRV 13 be installed in units serving the
common spaces. In private bedrooms, MERV 10 or 11 may be a more practical approach to
minimize filter changes.
Higher efficiency filters serving single occupant rooms are less
beneficial than in the common occupied areas.
3. Unit heater controls could be modified to allow continuous fan operation to provide constant
circulation in the occupied spaces. This will require adding a control valve, a thermostat and
rewiring the existing aquastat. In addition the existing boiler pump and operating controls
would have to be modified. A minimum flow by-pass would likely be required. Given the
potential complication with this approach we recommend this approach be priced out to fully
evaluate the cost and benefits of this approach. One advantage of this work is that the work
would not have to be completed before projected occupancy. Heat should not be required until
after October 1st.
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4. Local recirculating HEPA, UV or bi-polar ionization units could provide some local protection.
We suggest this be considered in the unventilated common corridor spaces at a minimum.
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BUILDING: East Hall
HVAC System Description:
The East Hall residence hall has a combination of 2-3 bedroom suites and some single/double occupancy
dorm room style units. The building is heated and air conditioned with 2-pipe changeover fan coil units.
Currently the chiller is down for repairs. There is no outdoor ventilation supply to the living areas.
Ventilation is limited to operable windows. FCU level of filtration is not specified.
The basement is occupied by some teaching and support spaces. This area was originally served by an
air handling system located in adjacent Metcalf Refectory. The original air handling unit has not
operated for many years and was essentially abandoned in place. When the unit was replaced it
apparently was dedicated to serve only the Metcalf Refectory space. As a result the original distribution
serving the East Hall Basement appears to be disconnected.
Corridors on the dorm floors are served by a constant volume single zone 100% outdoor air make-up air
handling unit with a 2-pipe change over cooling/heating coil. The unit does have a variable speed drive
which currently is set at 70%.
Bathrooms are exhausted through central exhaust system.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There is no outdoor air ventilation supply or air conditioning to the occupied basement spaces. Spaces
without air conditioning will not maintain the recommended space temperature conditions.
Spaces without ventilation may increase the risk of exposure to airborne aerosols and contaminants.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Since the corridor make-up air unit supplies 100% outdoor air there is less benefit in increasing
filtration on the supply air stream because there is no recirculation. Higher levels of filtration
would provide additional protection from outdoor air sources. The filters on the corridor makeup air unit could be increased to MERV 13 or best available. The unit’s VFD is currently set at
70% which would suggest that there is additional motor capacity to compensate for some
increase in system static pressure.
2. Toilet exhaust fans should operate 24/7.
3. Fan coil unit filtration in the rooms could be increased. Filters up to MERV 13 are available for
fan coil units but we would be concerned with the high static pressure and very short operating
life through a 1” MERV 13 filter. MERV 11 or 9 would probably be a better option depending
upon actual fan operating speed of the units.
4. A temporary ventilation supply system would improve basement environmental conditions.
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BUILDING: Larned House
HVAC System Description:
The Thompson House is a former residence converted to student residential housing. The building has
been designated for Covid Isolation for students with confirmed cases. Design drawings of the building
were not available. The following is based on a walk-through of the house with RISD personnel.
The building is not air conditioned. There is no mechanical outdoor ventilation air supply. Natural
ventilation is available through operable windows. The building is heated with a forced hot air gas-fired
furnace.
A program space plan of the proposed temporary isolation occupancy has not been submitted for
review. It is not known if there will be any staff or support areas or if the house will only be occupied by
confirmed cases. The following is based on the assumption that the infected students will have full
access to the house and as such the entire house is considered isolation space.
Bathrooms are not exhausted.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There are issues of warm air temperatures in the areas not air conditioned and/or not ventilated.
Spaces that are not air conditioned will not maintain the recommended space temperature conditions.
There is no positive ventilation. Spaces without ventilation may increase the risk of potential exposure
to airborne aerosols and contaminants. This is less of an issue once infection is confirmed.
The lack of mechanical ventilation and air conditioning significantly limits the ability to improve the
infection control capabilities of the existing system.
The existing HVAC system is a recirculating air system. As long as the entire house is considered
isolation space accessible and occupied only by confirmed cases this is not a significant differentiator. If
RISD would like to establish some medical staff or support space, we recommend that these areas be
isolated from the positive supply air system and heated (and preferably ventilated) by a separate
independent temporary HVAC unit.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
We recommend that the medical program be confirmed with RISD Health Services. Once infection is
confirmed benefits of any infection control measures should be reviewed with RISD Health Services.
1. All bathrooms should be mechanically exhausted.
2. Outdoor air supply could be ducted to the return air side of the furnace to provide outdoor
ventilation air to the space. This will require the installation of a new exterior louver opening for
intake air.
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3. Separate exhaust fans in bedroom areas to maintain negative pressure is less beneficial if the
students will have access throughout the house and as such the entire house is potentially
infectious. This is even less beneficial with a recirculating forced hot air system.
4. If RISD Health Services would like to separate any infectious space this needs to be reviewed with
the proposed space program plan.
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BUILDING: Nickerson Hall
HVAC System Description:
The Nickerson Hall residence building is fully mechanically ventilated. The building is heated and air
conditioned with 2-pipe changeover fan coil units. Currently the chiller is down for repairs. Outdoor
ventilation air is supplied to both common lobby/hall areas and the individual living units by 100%
outdoor air constant volume supply/exhaust energy recovery units (7 units total). The ERV’s are
specified to have MERV 8 filters. FCU level of filtration is not specified.
Bathrooms are exhausted by central exhaust systems through the energy recovery units.
There is dedicated 100% outdoor air unit and exhaust fan dedicated to serve a spray booth.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
None reported or observed.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. The ERV units supply 100% outdoor so there is less benefit with increasing the filtration on the
supply air side. Higher levels of filtration would provide additional protection from outdoor air
potential sources. The ERV ventilation units could be increased to MERV 13 or best available on
the supply side. Energy recovery units have the potential for some cross contamination
between the supply and exhaust air streams. Under normal conditions this is not an issue.
During a pandemic we recommend that the filters on the exhaust side be increased to MERV 13
or best available as a precaution. The units are specified to have ECM motors which often come
with variable speed drive control. A cursory review of the operating capacities of the specified
equipment would suggest that there is the capacity to absorb some additional static pressure.
We recommend that the existing fan motor operating amperages be measured and recorded to
establish the existing base-line condition and evaluate options to account for additional system
operating static pressure of the higher efficiency filters.
2. Toilet exhaust should operate 24/7. Because toilet exhaust is integral with building ventilation
through the ERV’s we recommend that all ventilation systems run 24/7 for the duration of this
condition.
3. Fan coil unit filtration in the rooms could be increased. Filters up to MERV 13 are available for
fan coil units but we would be concerned with the high static pressure and very short operating
life through a 1” MERV 13 filter. The units are specified to have variable speed motors so the
units may be capable. MERV 11 or 9 could be a better operating option. We recommend the
actual operating speed of the units be verified to confirm the best filter option(s).
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BUILDING: Nightingale House
HVAC System Description:
The Nightingale House is a former residence converted to student residential housing. Design drawings
of the building were not available. The following is based on a walk-through of the house with RISD
maintenance personnel.
The building is not air conditioned. There is no mechanical outdoor ventilation air supply. Only natural
ventilation is available through operable windows. The building is heated with wall mounted residential
style hot water unit heaters in most spaces. The unit heaters have packaged aquastat control to allow
fan operation when the supply water temperature is between (105-120 °F). In general the fans are
controlled manually (low/high speed) to maintain space temperature. The fan coil units do not have any
filters nor is a filter option offered by the manufacturer.
There is no program space identified for the basement other than utility and storage.
Interior bathrooms are exhausted with individual ceiling or wall fans on light switch control. Perimeter
bathrooms are not exhausted and have only operable windows for ventilation.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There are issues of warm air temperatures in the areas not air conditioned and/or not ventilated.
Spaces not air conditioned will not maintain the recommended space temperature conditions.
Areas without ventilation may increase the risk of exposure from airborne aerosols and contaminants.
Basement areas without ventilation occupied by the students should be evaluated by an Industrial
Hygienist. In general some spaces seemed stagnant and dank.
The lack of mechanical ventilation and air conditioning significantly limits the ability to improve the
infection control capabilities of the existing system. The existing heating units also do not have the
capability of providing any filtration.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Toilet exhaust fans should be rewired to operate 24/7.
2. Exhaust fans should be added to all perimeter bathrooms not currently exhausted.
3. We suggest that unventilated basement spaces be secured from the students.
4. Unit heater controls could be modified to allow continuous fan operation to provide constant
circulation in the occupied spaces. This will require adding a control valve, a thermostat and
rewiring the existing aquastat. In addition the existing boiler pump and operating controls
would have to be modified. A minimum flow by-pass would likely be required. Given the
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potential complication with this approach we recommend this approach be priced out to fully
evaluate the cost and benefits of this approach. One advantage of this work is that the work
would not have to be completed before projected occupancy. Heat should not be required until
after October 1st.
5. Local recirculating HEPA, UV or bi-polar ionization units could provide some local protection.
We suggest this be considered in the common spaces at a minimum.
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BUILDING: North Hall
HVAC System Description:
The North Hall residence building is fully mechanically ventilated.
The building is heated and air
conditioned with variable refrigerant flow (VRF) split system air source heat pump units. In general the
indoor units are ductless wall mounted units in the dorm rooms. There are a few horizontal ducted fan
coil units serving some areas of the basement. Most units conditioning the corridors appeared to be
packaged ceiling mounted “cassette” style units. Outdoor ventilation air is supplied to both common
lobby/hall areas and the individual living units by 100% outdoor air constant volume supply/exhaust
energy recovery units (7 units total). The ERV’s have energy wheels with packaged DX cooling and gasfired heating sections. The units have MERV 8 filters on the supply and exhaust air streams.
There is dedicated 100% outdoor air unit and exhaust fan dedicated to serve a spray booth. Another
dedicated make-up air and exhaust system serves the laundry room.
Any supplemental heat in stairs, hallways, entrances, etc. is by electric cabinet unit heaters or baseboard
radiation.
Bathrooms are exhausted centrally through the energy recovery units.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
None reported or observed.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. The ERV units supply 100% outdoor so there is less benefit with increasing the filtration on the
supply air side because there is no space recirculation. Higher levels of filtration would provide
additional protection from outdoor air potential sources. The ERV ventilation units could be
increased to MERV 13 or best available on the supply side. Energy recovery units have the
potential for some cross contamination between the supply and exhaust air streams. Under
normal conditions this is not an issue. During a pandemic we recommend that the filters on the
exhaust side be increased to MERV 13 or best available as a precaution.
a. ERV-1 supply fan was observed to be operating at 61% fan speed which would indicate
that there was additional fan motor capacity available to compensate for the higher
pressure drop of more efficient filters. There is no drive indicated on the exhaust side.
There VFD may control both fans in parallel. This needs to be confirmed.
b. ERV-2 was off on the day of inspection. We recommend that the unit be energized to
evaluate supply fan motor VFD. There is no drive indicated on the exhaust side.
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c. We recommend that the existing ERV exhaust fan motor operating amperages be
measured and recorded to establish the existing base-line condition and evaluate
options to account for additional system operating static pressure of the higher
efficiency filters.
2. Toilet exhaust should operate 24/7. Because toilet exhaust is integral with building ventilation
through the ERV’s we recommend that all ventilation systems run 24/7 for the duration of this
condition.
3. Fan coil unit filtration in the spaces served by ducted VRF fan coil units could be increased.
Filters up to MERV 13 are available for fan coil units but we would be concerned with the high
static pressure and very short operating life through a 1” MERV 13 filter. The units are specified
to have variable speed motors so the units may be capable. MERV 11 or 9 could be a better
operating option. We recommend the actual operating speed of the units be verified to confirm
the best filter option(s).
4. VRF ceiling cassette style units do have a MERV 13 filter upgrade kit that can be retrofitted
improve filtration capabilities. This is recommended for the units installed serving the public
corridors.
5. The filters in the ductless VRF units in the living areas provide very low levels of filtration. The
washable screens do not have a published MERV rating and is certainly less than the standard
MERV 8. There is not an option to improve the filtration on this style of unit. If additional
treatment of the space is desired we suggest small bi-polar de-ionizing unit specifically designed
to be installed on wall mounted ductless console units.
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BUILDING: Pardon Miller House
HVAC System Description:
The Pardon Miller House is a former residence converted to student residential housing. Design
drawings of the building were not available. The following is based on a walk-through of the house with
RISD maintenance personnel.
The building is not air conditioned. There is no mechanical outdoor ventilation air supply. Only natural
ventilation is available through operable windows. The building is heated with perimeter hot water
radiation.
There is some program space identified the basement namely the Laundry, Work Room and Storage.
Ceiling exhaust fans are installed in the Work Room and Storage spaces.
Bathrooms are exhausted with individual ceiling or wall mounted fans on light switch control. Some
fans observed did not appear to be operating.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There are issues of warm air temperatures in the areas not air conditioned and/or not ventilated.
Spaces not air conditioned will not maintain the recommended space temperature conditions.
Areas without ventilation may increase the risk of exposure to airborne aerosols and contaminants.
Basement areas without ventilation occupied by the students should be evaluated by an Industrial
Hygienist. In general some spaces seemed stagnant and dank.
The lack of mechanical ventilation and air conditioning significantly limits the ability to improve the
infection control capabilities of the existing system.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Toilet exhaust fans should be rewired to operate 24/7.
2. We suggest that unventilated basement spaces be secured from the students to the fullest
extent possible. If the basement remains occupied we suggest a mechanical make-up air
ventilation system be considered.
3. Local recirculating HEPA, UV or bi-polar ionization units could provide some local protection.
We suggest this be considered in the common occupied spaces at a minimum.
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BUILDING: South Hall
HVAC System Description:
The South Hall residence building is partially mechanically ventilated. The building is heated and air
conditioned with 2-pipe changeover vertical fan coil units (Whalen). Currently the chiller is down for
repairs. Outdoor ventilation air is supplied corridors and common areas units by 100% outdoor air
constant volume make-up air unit with a change-over coil. Ventilation air is ducted to the first floor
Reception, Offices, Work Room & Kitchen areas of the main Lobby. There is no mechanical outdoor air
supply to the living units, only natural ventilation through operable windows.
Bathrooms are exhausted through central exhaust systems.
Final building maximum occupancies have not been defined to evaluate actual ventilation provisions.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
None reported.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Since the corridor make-up air unit supplies 100% outdoor air there is less benefit with
increasing the level of unit filtration because there is no recirculation. Higher levels of filtration
will provide additional protection from potential outdoor air sources. The filters on the make-up
air handling unit could be increased to MERV 13 or best available. The unit does have a variable
speed drive but was not operating on the day of inspection to evaluate existing operating speed.
We recommend that the unit be energized to confirm existing fan motor speed. If necessary,
existing fan motor operating amperages should be measured and recorded to establish the
existing base-line condition and evaluate options to account for additional system operating
static pressure of the higher efficiency filters.
2. Toilet exhaust should operate 24/7.
3. Fan coil unit filtration in the rooms could be increased. Filters up to MERV 13 are available for
fan coil units but we would be concerned with the high static pressure and very short operating
life through a 1” MERV 13 filter. MERV 11 or 9 could be a better operating option. If there is
the option to reduce chilled water supply temperature to compensate for a loss of air flow then
higher levels of filtration can be better accommodated.
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Thompson House
HVAC System Description:
The Thompson House is a former residence converted to student residential housing. The building has
been designated for Covid Examination Respiratory Clinic. Design drawings of the building were not
available. The following is based on a walk-through of the house with RISD personnel.
The building is not air conditioned. There is no mechanical outdoor ventilation air supply. Only natural
ventilation is available through operable windows. The building is heated with perimeter hot water
radiation. One former bedroom (Exam Room 11) has a wall style propeller fan installed in an existing
window opening. The intent is to install similar wall style propeller fans in the remaining Exam Rooms
(Rooms 10, 20, 21 & 22) and Waiting (Room 17). All space exhaust fans will have occupancy sensors to
control fan operation. At the present time there is no plan to add ventilation to the staff and support
spaces.
Most bathrooms are not exhausted. Only the Staff Restroom has a ceiling exhaust fan. We were
informed that exhaust fans will be added to all bathrooms.
Existing Building IAQ Issues:
There are issues of warm air temperatures in the areas not air conditioned and/or not ventilated.
Spaces that are not air conditioned will not maintain the recommended space temperature conditions.
There is no positive ventilation to staff support areas. Spaces without ventilation may increase the risk
of potential exposure to airborne aerosols and contaminants.
The lack of mechanical ventilation and air conditioning significantly limits the ability to improve the
infection control capabilities of the existing system.
There is no controlled make-up air supply for the new exhaust fans. Make-up air will be through
building leakage. Given the age of the building this is likely not an issue with respect to quantity. We
are concerned that the existing hot water radiation may not be able to respond to the additional heating
load due to the increased infiltration with the exhaust fans running. Supplemental electric heaters may
be required during cold winter periods.
Options to Improve HVAC System Infection Control:
1. Toilet exhaust fans should be rewired to operate 24/7.
2. Portable recirculating HEPA, UV or bi-polar ionization units could provide some local protection
in unventilated staff areas.
3. A positive outdoor air supply ventilation system would improve the quality of space ventilation
and improve space pressure differential control.
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APPENDIX A: ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1: Filter Data
Attachment 2: Upper Level UV lights
Attachment 3: Bi-Polar Ionization Units
Attachment 4: Portable UV/HEPA Units
Attachment 5: Portable HEPA Units
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ATTACHMENT 3

IONIZATION PRODUCT SUBMITTAL

Plasma BAR

The Plasma BAR is a needlepoint type bipolar ionizer
arranged in a long, narrow bar design. The unit is installed
at the air entering side of the cooling coil of an air handling
unit (AHU) or roof top unit (RTU). The installer mounts
the Plasma BAR using the provided brackets insuring that
the ionization needles are pointed down to avoid debris
accumulating on the needles. The 96” long BAR can treat
up to 20,000 CFM. For higher airflows, multiple BARS will
be used. The BAR operates on 12V DC which is supplied
from the Control Panel using the provided low voltage
power cable. The Control Panel is capable of accepting 24V
AC or 12V DC. For 120V/230V applications, a 12V DC
power supply will be provided.

SPECIFICATIONS:

CONTROL PANEL (CP):

Housing Material: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .18 Gauge Galvanized Steel
Maximum Operating Temperature: . . . . . . . . . . . . 200ºF (93ºC)
Mode of Operation: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Needlepoint type
Needle Configuration: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Recessed
Mounting: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Top angle brackets
Pressure Drop: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . <0.05" W.G.
Dimensions: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . See Figure 1
Approvals: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Intertek/ETL Standard UL867

Dimensions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.5" (l) × 6.5" (w) × 3.5" (d)
Direct Input Voltage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .12V DC or 24V AC
Input Voltage requiring power supply . . . . . . . . . .120/230V AC
Frequency. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50/60 Hz
Over-current Protection . . . . . . . Automatic Reset 1 Amp fuse
Length of wiring harness from CP to BAR . . . . . . . . . . . .20' - 0"
Interconnecting Voltage to BAR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12V DC
Environmental Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indoor only

PLASMA BAR MODEL #PB-XXX
AIRFLOW TREATED (CFM)
LENGTH OF PLASMA BAR (inches)
QUANTITY OF IONIZERS ON BAR
ELECTRICAL CURRENT DRAW (mA)
POWER CONSUMPTION (VA)
WEIGHT (LBS)

018

024

030

036

042

048

054

3,750
18
3
90
2.2
1.1

5,000
24
4
120
2.9
1.5

6,250
30
5
150
3.6
1.9

7,500
36
6
180
4.3
2.3

8,750
42
7
210
5.0
2.6

10,000
48
8
240
5.8
3.0

11,250
54
9
270
6.5
3.4

060

066

072

078

084

090

096

12,500
60
10
300
7.2
3.8

13,750
24
11
330
7.9
4.1

15,000
72
12
360
8.6
4.5

16,250
78
13
390
9.4
4.9

17,500
84
14
420
10.1
5.3

18,750
90
15
450
10.8
5.6

20,000
96
16
480
11.5
6.0

PLASMA BAR MODEL #PB-XXX
AIRFLOW TREATED (CFM)
LENGTH OF PLASMA BAR (inches)
QUANTITY OF IONIZERS ON BAR
ELECTRICAL CURRENT DRAW (mA)
POWER CONSUMPTION (VA)
WEIGHT (LBS)

CONTROL PANEL
FOR PLASMA BAR
BIPOLAR ION GENERATOR
SERIAL NO.

IONIZATION
INDICATOR

LED

12V DC WIRE HARNESS (20'-0")
FROM CONTROL PANEL TO BAR
FOR QUANTITY OF IONIZERS
SEE CHART ABOVE

0.5"

SIDE VIEW

CONTROL PANEL SIDE VIEW

POWER
ON
OFF

ON/OFF SWITCH

3.5"

3.5"
6.5"

PLASMA AIR 35 MELROSE PLACE, STAMFORD, CT 06902
phone 203-662-0800 fax 203-662-0808 www.plasma-air.com info@plasma-air.com
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BAS ALARM
CONTACTS

DRY CONTACTS
FOR BAS
MONITORING
INDICATES
ACTUAL IONIZER
FUNCTIONALITY

LENGTH
see chart above
POWER OUTPUT
12V DC CONNECTION

12V DC POWER
INPUT JACK FROM
120V/230V
POWER SUPPLY

PLASMA BAR DIMENSIONS

CONTROL PANEL
POWER INPUT
12V DC PIN
24V AC
IN/OUT
TERMINALS

24 V AC
POWER INPUT

CEILING AIR PURIFICATION SCRUBBER

IONIZATION PRODUCT SUBMITTAL

APPLICATION
The Ceiling Air Purification Scrubber is a complete air purification system integrating multilayer filtration, air purification, sterilization and air ionization. The unit contains
several technologies including a washable pre-filter, electrostatic precipitator, HEPA filter, activated carbon filter,
UVC lamps, photo-catalytic oxidizer, and a bipolar ion generator. Unit is manufactured from galvanized sheet metal
and is designed to mount flush in a 24” X 24” hung ceiling grid using the included mounting hardware. It comes
complete with a three-speed fan operating at low sound
levels and four way modulating supply air outlets. There is
even a wireless remote control for convenient operation
of the air purification unit.
SPECIFICATIONS

Figure 1

Housing Material . . . . . . . Galvanized sheet metal
Dimensions . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25.5” X 25.5” X 13.2”
Weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .46 lbs
Mounting . . . . . (4) side brackets for threaded rod
Face Panel Color . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Pearl White
Fan/Motor:
Fan Type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Centrifugal
Motor Drive. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Direct
Airflow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350 CFM (High)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 235 CFM (Med)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150 CFM (Low)
Noise Level . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48 Db (High)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 Db (Med)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 Db (Low)
Electrical:
Voltage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 120V or 230V AC
Frequency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 Hertz
Power Consumption . . . . . . . . . 155 Watts
Max. Operating Temperature . . . . . . 140F
Replacement Components . . . . . . . . . .HEPA Filter
. . . . . . . . . .UVC Lamps
. . . . . . . . .Carbon Filter
Design Schematic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . See Figure 1

Design Schematic
Hanging bracket
Typical for 4

Threaded rod

Clean air

Housing
Faceplate

UVC Lamp
Fan motor
Bipolar Ionizer

Activated
carbon filter
HEPA
Electrostatic
precipitator
Pre-filter
Face panel

Contaminated air

Ceiling Air Purification Scrubber
Drawings Not To Scale

35 MELROSE PLACE STAMFORD, CT 06902 203 662 0800 PHONE
www.plasma-air.com info@plasma-air.com

203 662 0808 FAX
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APS2000

Air Protection System Series

APS2000 | 3-in-1 Air Protection System

ATTACHMENT 4

Are your customers’ buildings equipped to help reduce the spread of COVID-19?
The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) released guidance to help
workplaces operate safely in today’s environment. OSHA classifications range from
“Medium” to “Very High” Exposure Risk, and your customers are relying on you for
a safe, effective air quality solution as a vital part of their overall defense strategy.  
The APS2000 Air Protection System by Air Rover with its 3-in-1 purification/filtration technologies
is ideal for public spaces such as hospitals and medical clinics, senior care centers, dentist offices,
schools, restaurants, fitness centers, offices and conference rooms, churches, mortuaries,
correctional facilities —just about any indoor space where people gather together.  
One System, Many Applications
Create a negative air pressure space and provide up to 10,000 cu ft (1,200 sq ft space with
8’ ceilings) of continuous sanitized air at a powerful rate of 12 air exchanges per hour. Or, improve
the air quality in lower risk areas as large as *7,200 sq ft. Our design uses the same CDC-compliant
technique employed by hospitals, relying on higher air exchange rates (ACH) to reduce the spread
of infection in high risk areas (i.e. airborne infection isolation rooms).
*Adds 2 ACH in spaces with 8’ ceilings

APS2000 Air Protection System delivers
a continuous clean air supply, utilizing
the best of today’s proven air purifying
and sanitizing technologies.
Air Rover APS2000 Combines:
•
		
•

ACH

Cubic Feet

Sq. Ft.

Ultraviolet-C Spectrum lighting (UVC) - kills 99.9999%
of airborne bacteria, viruses and other pathogens
HEPA filter - captures 99.97% of 0.3-micron particles

•
		

Carbon filter - removes gases and other volatile
organic compounds (VOC’s)

•
		

High-Static 2000cfm EC Variable Speed Blower
(up to 2” w.c. of external static pressure)

Time (Mins.)

(to remove airborne
contaminants at 99% efficiency)

Applications

(Air Changes
per Hour)

(total volume of air)

(Based on 8ft
ceiling height)

*2

60,000

7,200

138

*4

30,000

3,600

69

*6

20,000

2,400

46

*8

15,000

1,800

35

**10

12,000

1,440

28

Food Prep/Kitchen

**12

10,000

1,200

23

Airborne Infection Isolation Room

**15

8,000

960

18

Surgery Rooms

Child Care Centers
Public Schools
Senior Living Centers
Nursing Homes/Assisted
Living Clinics
Doctor Offices
Restaurants/Bars
Coffee Shops
Hotels
Offices

Fitness Centers
Gymnasiums
Government Buildings
Correctional Facilities
Grocery Stores
Retail Establishments
Theaters/Auditoriums
Entertainment Centers
Museum/Art Centers

*Reference ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2013 - Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality
**Max Protection - Based on CDC’s ACH Guidelines for Hospitals and Patient Care Facilities
(903)-877-3430 (Office)
Email: info@airrover.com
Website: www.airrover.com

Proudly Manufactured in the USA
Specifications subject to change without notice.
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APS2000

Air Protection System Series

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS (Model: APS2000)

AB

Nominal Air Flow Rate (CFM)

2000

2000

Static Pressure (WC of External Static Pressure)

1.1”

1.1”

Ultaviolet C-Spectrum (UVC) (watts)

300

300

HEPA Filtration
Carbon Filtration
Voltage (VAC)

24x24x12

Same

24x24x2

Same

115 ±10%
1

Phase

50/60

Frequency (hz)
Nominal Current (amps)

230 ±10%
1
50/60

13.0

6.9

65

65

Noise (dbA@3m)

53.25 x 24.38 x 48.25

Dimensions, H x W x D (in)

BB

262

Weight, Unit (lbs)

Ducted System

Same
241

All specifications are subject to change without notice.

KEY FEATURES
»		Steril-Aire UVC (kills up to 99.9999%
		of airborne pathogens)

»		
Twin 6” Pressure Relief Ports
		(for negative pressure)

»		HEPA Filter (captures 99.97%
		of 0.3-micron particles)

»		
Run Time Hour Meter

»		Carbon Filter (removes gases
		and other VOC’s)
»		1” Washable Pre-Filter
»		Dual Internal Louvers

Lightweight Aluminum Construction
»		
»		
Forklift Pockets
Flat Free Swivel Casters
»		
(Indoor configuration)
Pull Handles
»		

»		High-Static EC Variable Speed Blower
		(up to 2”w.c.)
»		Variable Speed Control
16” Duct Take-offs (Inlet and Outlet)
»		
»		
Optional Indoor Air Grilles

»		
Powder Coated Finish
»		
Limited 2 Year Warranty
» Extended 5 Year Warranty Available

Indoor Grille System

»		Long Life Filter and UVC (12 month
		recommended service intervals)

INSTALLATION METHODS

Indoor Grille
To Outdoors for
Negative Pressure
Return
from Room

HVAC

Supply from HVAC

APS2000

APS2000

Return from Zone
or Room(s)

APS2000

Supply to Room

To Outdoors for
Negative Pressure

Return from Building

(903)-877-3430 (Office)
Email: info@airrover.com
Website: www.airrover.com

Supply to Building

Ducted

Supply to Zone or Room(s)

Ducted

To Outdoors for
Negative Pressure

Proudly Manufactured in the USA
Specifications subject to change without notice.
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APS2000

Air Protection System Series

APS2000 | 3-in-1 Air Protection System
Are your customers’ buildings equipped to help reduce the spread of COVID-19?
The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) released guidance to help
workplaces operate safely in today’s environment. OSHA classifications range from
“Medium” to “Very High” Exposure Risk, and your customers are relying on you for
a safe, effective air quality solution as a vital part of their overall defense strategy.  
The APS2000 Air Protection System by Air Rover with its 3-in-1 purification/filtration technologies
is ideal for public spaces such as hospitals and medical clinics, senior care centers, dentist offices,
schools, restaurants, fitness centers, offices and conference rooms, churches, mortuaries,
correctional facilities —just about any indoor space where people gather together.  
One System, Many Applications
Create a negative air pressure space and provide up to 10,000 cu ft (1,200 sq ft space with
8’ ceilings) of continuous sanitized air at a powerful rate of 12 air exchanges per hour. Or, improve
the air quality in lower risk areas as large as *7,200 sq ft. Our design uses the same CDC-compliant
technique employed by hospitals, relying on higher air exchange rates (ACH) to reduce the spread
of infection in high risk areas (i.e. airborne infection isolation rooms).
*Adds 2 ACH in spaces with 8’ ceilings

APS2000 Air Protection System delivers
a continuous clean air supply, utilizing
the best of today’s proven air purifying
and sanitizing technologies.
Air Rover APS2000 Combines:
•
		
•

ACH

Cubic Feet

Sq. Ft.

Ultraviolet-C Spectrum lighting (UVC) - kills 99.9999%
of airborne bacteria, viruses and other pathogens
HEPA filter - captures 99.97% of 0.3-micron particles

•
		

Carbon filter - removes gases and other volatile
organic compounds (VOC’s)

•
		

High-Static 2000cfm EC Variable Speed Blower
(up to 2” w.c. of external static pressure)

Time (Mins.)

(to remove airborne
contaminants at 99% efficiency)

Applications

(Air Changes
per Hour)

(total volume of air)

(Based on 8ft
ceiling height)

*2

60,000

7,200

138

*4

30,000

3,600

69

*6

20,000

2,400

46

*8

15,000

1,800

35

**10

12,000

1,440

28

Food Prep/Kitchen

**12

10,000

1,200

23

Airborne Infection Isolation Room

**15

8,000

960

18

Surgery Rooms

Child Care Centers
Public Schools
Senior Living Centers
Nursing Homes/Assisted
Living Clinics
Doctor Offices
Restaurants/Bars
Coffee Shops
Hotels
Offices

Fitness Centers
Gymnasiums
Government Buildings
Correctional Facilities
Grocery Stores
Retail Establishments
Theaters/Auditoriums
Entertainment Centers
Museum/Art Centers

*Reference ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2013 - Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality
**Max Protection - Based on CDC’s ACH Guidelines for Hospitals and Patient Care Facilities
(903)-877-3430 (Office)
Email: info@airrover.com
Website: www.airrover.com

Proudly Manufactured in the USA
Specifications subject to change without notice.
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APS2000

Air Protection System Series

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS (Model: APS2000)

AB

Nominal Air Flow Rate (CFM)

2000

2000

Static Pressure (WC of External Static Pressure)

1.1”

1.1”

Ultaviolet C-Spectrum (UVC) (watts)

300

300

HEPA Filtration
Carbon Filtration
Voltage (VAC)

24x24x12

Same

24x24x2

Same

115 ±10%
1

Phase

50/60

Frequency (hz)
Nominal Current (amps)

230 ±10%
1
50/60

13.0

6.9

65

65

Noise (dbA@3m)

53.25 x 24.38 x 48.25

Dimensions, H x W x D (in)

BB

262

Weight, Unit (lbs)

Ducted System

Same
241

All specifications are subject to change without notice.

KEY FEATURES
»		Steril-Aire UVC (kills up to 99.9999%
		of airborne pathogens)

»		
Twin 6” Pressure Relief Ports
		(for negative pressure)

»		HEPA Filter (captures 99.97%
		of 0.3-micron particles)

»		
Run Time Hour Meter

»		Carbon Filter (removes gases
		and other VOC’s)
»		1” Washable Pre-Filter
»		Dual Internal Louvers

Lightweight Aluminum Construction
»		
»		
Forklift Pockets
Flat Free Swivel Casters
»		
(Indoor configuration)
Pull Handles
»		

»		High-Static EC Variable Speed Blower
		(up to 2”w.c.)
»		Variable Speed Control
16” Duct Take-offs (Inlet and Outlet)
»		
»		
Optional Indoor Air Grilles

»		
Powder Coated Finish
»		
Limited 2 Year Warranty
» Extended 5 Year Warranty Available

Indoor Grille System

»		Long Life Filter and UVC (12 month
		recommended service intervals)

INSTALLATION METHODS

Indoor Grille
To Outdoors for
Negative Pressure
Return
from Room

HVAC

Supply from HVAC

APS2000

APS2000

Return from Zone
or Room(s)

APS2000

Supply to Room

To Outdoors for
Negative Pressure

Return from Building

(903)-877-3430 (Office)
Email: info@airrover.com
Website: www.airrover.com

Supply to Building

Ducted

Supply to Zone or Room(s)

Ducted

To Outdoors for
Negative Pressure

Proudly Manufactured in the USA
Specifications subject to change without notice.
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XPOWER X-2480A Professional 3-Stage HEPA Mini Air Scrubber

https://ccssupplystore.com/x-2480a-professional-3-stage-hepa-mini...

ATTACHMENT 5A
Search

Need help? Call us on

Sign in OR Register

1-800-248-7472

COVID

Cart

ON SALE NOW

HVACR SUPPLIES

VENTILATION & IAQ

PLUMBING

0

ADHESIVES

BRANDS

ON SALE!

XPOWER

XPOWER X-2480A
PROFESSIONAL 3-STAGE
HEPA MINI AIR SCRUBBER
MSRP: $969.00
Was: $969.00
Now: $699.00
As low as $65/month with
(You save $270.00 )

Quantity:

1

ADD TO CART

A CCS representative will reach out
with a correct shipping quote before

1 of 5
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XPOWER X-2480A Professional 3-Stage HEPA Mini Air Scrubber

https://ccssupplystore.com/x-2480a-professional-3-stage-hepa-mini...

ful]lling the order.

Product Details

DESCRIPTION
Small but mighty, the new XPOWER X-2480A achieves professional grade air puri]cation in a super portable
compact footprint. Featuring a powerful 1/2 HP external rotor induction motor, this 3 stage commercial
puri]cation system produces 550 CFM with less than a 3.0 amp draw. Developed to restore indoor air
quality at a variety of job sites—the X-2480A with HEPA ]lter effectively removes contaminants such as
bacteria, allergens, mold and sub-micron sized dust with its advanced 3 stage ]ltration technology. The 1st
stage washable and reusable nylon mesh ]lter extends the life of the primary ]lters. The 2nd stage pleated
media ]lter removes additional impurities, and the true HEPA ]lter captures 0.3 sized and larger microns at
a 99.97% rate. A convenient indicator light noti]es you when ]lters need cleaning or replacement.

Additional features include: a ]ve speed control switch, built-in daisy chainable power outlet, and ]tted
foam cap to contain contaminants. A lipped air outlet can be easily ducted to channel puri]ed air or create
negative air pressure. Stackable and lightweight for easy transport, the rugged X-2480A is ideal for even the
toughest water damage restoration and construction jobs. XPOWER’s complete line of products bring you
only the best precision engineered technology for optimum performance and years of service

VOLTS / CYCLE

115V / 60 Hz

MOTOR

1/2 HP

POWER

2.8 A

RATED AIRFLOW
SPEEDS
RPM
UNIT WEIGHT (LBS)

550 CFM
5-Speed Control Switch
700 – 2,950
23.6

UNIT DIMENSIONS (L X W X H) 16.6″ x 10.4″ x 18.9″
BOX WEIGHT (LBS)

26.2

BOX DIMENSIONS (L X W X H) 18.7″ x 12.4″ x 21″
CORD LENGTH

2 of 5

13 ft
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XPOWER X-2480A Professional 3-Stage HEPA Mini Air Scrubber

HOUSING

https://ccssupplystore.com/x-2480a-professional-3-stage-hepa-mini...

Injection Mold ABS

STACKABLE

Yes

DAISY CHAIN

Yes

DUAL THERMAL PROTECTION Yes
SAFETY CERTIFICATIONS
DUCT SIZES
FILTER SYSTEM

ETL / CETL
5″ x 10.8″
3-Stage

1ST STAGE FILTER

NFS13 -13″ x 13″ Washable Nylon Mesh Filter

2ND STAGE FILTER

PF13 -13″ x 13″ Pleated Media Filter

3RD STAGE FILTER

HEPA35-33 – 13″ x 13″ x 1.4″ Thick HEPA Filter

FILTER CHANGE LIGHT

3-Stage

WARRANTY

1 Year Limited

UPC

848025051146

ADDITIONAL DETAILS
SKU:

X-2480A

Powered by

!

"""""

# WRITE A REVIEW

$$$$$
BE THE FIRST TO WRITE A REVIEW

RELATED PRODUCTS

3 of 5
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XPOWER X-4700AM Professional 3-Stage HEPA Air Scrubber -...

https://xpower.com/shop/x-4700am-air-scrubber/

ATTACHMENT 5B

" MENU

!

Home / Products / Air Scrubbers / XPOWER X-4700AM Professional 3-Stage HEPA Air Scrubber

XPOWER X-4700AM Professional 3-Stage HEPA Air
Scrubber
1 of 5
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XPOWER X-4700AM Professional 3-Stage HEPA Air Scrubber -...

#

https://xpower.com/shop/x-4700am-air-scrubber/

$

3-stage filtration system: includes a 2” thick HEPA filter and the option of adding an activated
carbon filter
Built-in GFCI power outlets for daisy chain with dual thermal protection
Powerful and energy efficient external rotor induction motor
Low 4.5 Amp draw with 750 CFM maximum airflow capacity
Variable speed control switch and filter change light indicator
Convenience Grab-N-Go handle and wrap-around power cord design
Stackable up to 5 units high for easy storage and transportation
An integrated hour meter monitors billable time
Manufacturer’s 1 year limited warranty
ETL/CETL safety certified
Xactimate Code: WTRNAFAN>
SKU: X-4700AM
Categories: Air Care Equipment, Air Scrubbers, Air Scrubbers, Moisture Control and Air Purification, Pet Grooming
Equipment

%

&

'

(

)

*

+

Description

,
2 of 5

Additional information
VOLTS / CYCLE

115V / 60 Hz

MOTOR

520W, 2/3HP

POWER

4.5 A
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XPOWER X-4700AM Professional 3-Stage HEPA Air Scrubber -...

https://xpower.com/shop/x-4700am-air-scrubber/

RATED AIRFLOW

750 CFM

SPEEDS

Variable Speed Control Switch

RPM

700 – 2,850

UNIT WEIGHT (LBS)

33.1

UNIT DIMENSIONS (L X W X H)

19.6″ x 12.3″ x 21.6″

BOX WEIGHT (LBS)

36.4

BOX DIMENSIONS (L X W X H)

21.3″ x 14.0″ x 22.8″

CORD LENGTH

13 ft

CORD DIAL

14 AWG

HOUSING

Injection Mold ABS

STACKABLE

Yes

SAFETY CERTIFICATIONS

ETL / CETL

DUCT SIZES

pending

FILTER CHANGE LIGHT

Indicates when primary HEPA filter needs to be changed

WARRANTY

1 Year Limited

UPC

848025051276

Video

3 of 5
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ATTACHMENT 5C

FN1AAF
Size 005 and 015
OptiClean™ Negative Air Machine and Scrubber

Product Data
STANDARD FEATURES
• 99.97% efficient long-life HEPA filter removes particles as small as
0.3 microns
• Standard MERV 7 or higher pre-filter
• Minimum 500 CFM, Maximum 1500 CFM
• Meets or exceeds ASHRAE Standard 170: Ventilation of Health Care
Facilities
• Vertical design for smaller footprint compared to many competitors,
and can be mounted and operated horizontally when necessary
• Portable and adaptable to nearly any location
• Heavy duty locking casters for easy and smooth transport
• HEPA filter rack and sealing design meet air leakage requirement
• Red lighted indicator to alert user when filters are overloaded
(generally means pre-filter requires replacement)
• Green ON/OFF switch illuminates to verify when running
• 3-second motor start delay
• 3-speed selector switch on 015 size model for various air flow ranges
• 10-foot long power cord with strain relief
• 115V
• Galvanized steel, pre-painted cabinet is fully insulated
• Exhaust transition plate to standard 10-inch round (005 size) or
12-inch oval (015 size) duct included
015 SIZE

• UL® Listed
• One year limited warranty

Fig. 1 – OptiClean™ Negative Air Machine

A200220

The OptiClean™ negative air machine is a portable solution primarily
designed to help convert normal hospital rooms into Airborne Infectious
Isolation (AII) rooms. Designed to ASHRAE’s Standard 170 for
Ventilation of Health Care Facilities, the OptiClean™ uses highly
efficient filters and a heavy duty, yet quiet, motor to remove
contaminated air from the room. The resulting negative air pressure, or
“vacuum effect,” helps limit the spread of air-based contaminants into
surrounding areas. If negative pressure is not required, such as in an
open-air, temporary hospital, the machine can be used as an air
“scrubber,” pulling air in, removing many contaminants, and discharging
cleaner air back into the room.
The unit can be operated either vertically as shown, or horizontally.
The OptiClean™ negative air machine is currently designed for
commercial applications only.

A200221

Fig. 2 – Room Setup Example

UL and the UL logo are trademarks of UL LLC.
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FN1AAF: Product Data

Model Number Nomenclature
1

2

3

4

5

6

7,8,9

10

11, 12

F

N

1

A

A

F

005

0

00

Product
F = Fan Unit
Type
N = Negative Air

Heater
00 = no heater

Position
1 = Upflow
Series

Coil Type

A = Initial Series

0 = no coil

Electrical
Capacity

A = 115V, 60 Hz, 1-phase

005 = 500 cfm
Cabinet

015 = 1500 cfm

F = Single-piece Cabinet

FN1AAF Basic Dimensional Data
Model Size

005
015

Dimensions- inches (mm)
Height*

Width

Depth

Unit Operating Weight
lbs (kg)

49-5/8 (1260.5)
53-7/16 (1357.3)

17-5/8 (447.7)
21-1/8 (536.6)

22-1/16 (560.4)
22-1/16 (560.4)

125 (56.7)
150 (68.0)

*. Height without casters. Add 3-5/8” (92.1 mm) when casters installed

Specifications
005 Size

015 Size

Air Discharge
Air Intake Dimension
(thru bottom) - in. (mm)

Vertical
15-1/2 x 19-13/16
(387 x 503)

Blower Type
CFM (Nominal)

19 x 19-13/16
(483 x 503)
Direct Drive

500

Motor Type
Motor HP

500 / 1000 / 1500
ECM

3/4

Rated RPM

1.0
1500

FILTERS
Factory
Installed - in.

Pre-Filter - 16 x 20 x 2
HEPA - 16 x 20 x 12

Pre-Filter - 20 x 20 x 2
HEPA - 20 x 20 x 12

ELECTRICAL DATA
Voltage

115

Hertz
Amps

60
5.0

12.0

Manufacturer reserves the right to change, at any time, specifications and designs without notice and without obligations.
2
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FN1AAF: Product Data

Static Pressure - 005 Size
External Stac Pressure (ESP)
Actual Flow (CFM)

0.1
613

0.2
598

0.3
583

0.4
568

Static Pressure - 015 Size
0.5
554

Unit Airflow Data (CFM)

0.6
539

Motor
Tap Number

Fan Speed
High
Alternate 1
Medium
Alternate 2
Low

500 CFM Unit Airﬂow Data
650
625

5
4
3
2
1

0.1
1510
1325
1140
915
625

External Stac Pressure (ESP)
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
1470
1435
1400
1365
1300
1275
1255
1225
1115
1090
1065
1030
885
860
830
800
585
555
520
490

0.6
1340
1200
1005
770
455

ACFM

600
575
550
525
500
475
450
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

ESP
Airflow based upon clean pre-filter at 115V with factory-approved HEPA filter.
Measured with 10 feet of flex duct installed.

A200225

High-Altitude Adjustment
Depending on your location, you may see up to 10% increase of
measured airflow at higher altitudes. To compensate, you can change
motor taps for alternate airflows. See instructions in the Operation and
Maintenance Manual.

Airflow based upon clean pre-filter at 115V with factory-approved HEPA filter.
Measured with 10 feet of flex duct installed.

Sound vs Airflow Data
Airflow*

005 Model
as NAM (dB)

as Scrubber (dB)

53

61

583
015 Model
Motor Tap

Switch Position

Airflow

as NAM (dB)

as Scrubber (dB)

1
2
3
4
5

Low

555
860
1090
1275
1435

51

53

56

59

60

63

61

65

61

67

Medium
High

*. Airflow measured at 0.3 ESP (external static pressure). For other ESP values, see Static Pressure tables above.

Manufacturer reserves the right to change, at any time, specifications and designs without notice and without obligations.
3
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A200253

FN1AAF Detailed Dimensions - English

A200262

FN1AAF: Product Data

Manufacturer reserves the right to change, at any time, specifications and designs without notice and without obligations.
4
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FN1AAF Detailed Dimensions - Metric

A200263

FN1AAF: Product Data

Manufacturer reserves the right to change, at any time, specifications and designs without notice and without obligations.
5
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RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN
COVID-19 REOPENING HVAC REVIEW

08-14-20

APPENDIX 2: BUILDING DETAILED DATA SHEETS

ϭϬϭ

BUILDING:

15 Westminster Street - Academic

Area:
Occupancy:

338932
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:
w/humidification (35%)

(2 sets MERV 8 &OA Filt.)
w/humidification (40%)
w/humidification (40%)
Unit off

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Approx. OA.

Sq. Ft.
X

Breakout square footage not available

Weekdays:
Weekdays:

Weekends:
Weekends:

75 Clg./72 °F Htg.
35% (AHU-1)/40% RH 2nd Flr. Archives & Sp. Collections
Unit
AHU-1
AHU
AHU
AHU
AHU
MAU-2
AC-1
AC-2
AHU

Type
VAV w/Reheat
RH Coil
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV w/Reheat
Fan Coil Units
Split System
Unit
Total

Service Total CFM Min. OA
Library
32800
10%
Bsmt. Sp. C.
0%
EAC
0%
Café
??
Lobby
100%
2nd Floor
??
100%
Archives
2000
0%
Sp. Coll.
1200
0%
Mezz.
??

Quantity
8
3
2
8
32
Service

CFM/Per.

VFD
Speed
87%
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
??

Motor
HP/FLA
15/46.2

Motor
RLA
30

Filters
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8/8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8

Comment
AHU-1 (1st Flr. Offices/min. setting not indicated)
AHU-1 (Main Library Space)
Mezzanine AHU
Mezzanine AHU
Library (Bsmt., 1st & 2nd Floors)
CFM
0

No exhaust on system

Comment

Building Pressure:
Notes:
1. Mezzanine Workshop has 2 recirculating filter units.
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BUILDING:

20 Washington Place

Area:
Occupancy:

90297
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:

(Heating Only)

100& OA/EA
100% OA/EA
Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Sq. Ft.
x
x

Weekdays:
Weekdays:

Weekends:
Weekends:

75 °F Clg./72 °F Htg.
50% RH cooling/No winter humidification
Unit
S-2/RF-2
S-3/RF-3
S-4/RF-4
S-5/RF-5
S-6/RF-6
S-7/RF-7
S-8/RF-8
S-9/RF-9
S-10/RF-10
S-11/RF-11
S-12/RF-12
AC-1
AC-2
AC-3
ERV-1
ERV-2
Type

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
FCU's (CHW & HW)
Split System HP
Unit

VFD
Motor
Speed
HP/FLA
Service Total CFM Min. OA
Flrs. 1-3
50%
Flrs. 1-3
75%
Flrs. 1-3
59%
Floor 4
3000
0 85.90%
Flrs. 1-3
1360
2800 100%
Bsmt.
OFF
Flrs. 1-3
70%
Flrs. 1-3
50%
Flrs. 1-3
60%
Floor 4
50%
Flrs. 1-3
60%
366
315A?
312?
Lobby
850
850
Yes
M.P. Rm. 129
2000
2000 ECM Adj.
Quantity
Comment

2
9
Service

Motor
RLA

Filters

MERV 8
MERV 8

Lobby Multi-use Space
Basement temperature control (no OA)
CFM
Comment

Approx. OA.
CFM/Per.
Building Pressure:
Negative
Notes:
1. S-5 & 6 have air flow measuring stations. Unit S-6 supply air station reading suggest calibration issues.
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BUILDING:

41 Meeting Street Studio

Area:
Occupancy:

5000
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:
Split System DX

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Sq. Ft.

Weekdays:
Weekdays:
NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA
Unit
AHU-1

Total
Type

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
VRF FCU's
Split System
Unit
EF
CEF

Weekends:
Weekends:

VFD
Service Total CFM Min. OA(1) Speed
100 & 102.
CV

0

Quantity

100
TE's & JC

0

CFM

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters
MERV 8

Comment

Comment
Ceiling exhaust fans - 3 Total

Total
0
Approx. OA.
CFM/Per.
Building Pressure:
Notes:
1. Fan powered filter unit and portable dust collection system in Room 102

104

BUILDING:

55 Canal/Illustration Studies Building

Area:
Occupancy:

39330
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:
Unit OFF
Unit OFF

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Sq. Ft.

Weekdays:
Weekdays:

Weekends:
Weekends:

NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA
Unit
AHU-1
AHU-2

Total
Type

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
Fan Coil Units
Split System
Unit
EF-1
EF-2
EF-3
EF-4
EF-5

Service Total CFM Min. OA
South
North

0

Quantity

Service
Toilets
Bsmt.
Bsmt.
4th Flr.
TV

Total
Approx. OA.
CFM/Per.
Building Pressure:
Notes:
1. AHU-1 & 2 have CO2 demand ventilation control.

0

VFD
Speed

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters
MERV 8/14
MERV 8/14

Comment

CFM

Comment

Transformer Vault

0
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BUILDING:

123 Dyer Street

Area:
Occupancy:

8250
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:
Split system
Packaged
Split system
Split system
Split system

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Sq. Ft.

Weekdays:
Weekdays:
NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA
Unit
AC 1-1
AC 1-2
AC 2-1
AC 2-2
AC 2-3
ERV-3-1
ERV-34-1
ERV-4-2
Total
Type

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
VRF FCU's
Split System
Unit

Total

Weekends:
Weekends:

VFD
Service Total CFM Min. OA(1) Speed
B-1
1st South
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd
500
500
4th
500
500
4th
300
300

Quantity

1300

1300

Motor
HP/FLA

.5/10.8
.5/10.8
.5/10.8

Motor
RLA

Filters
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8

Comment

27
Service

CFM/Per.

CFM

Comment

0
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BUILDING:

130 Point Street

Area:
Occupancy:

7700
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings

Weekdays:
Weekdays:
NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA

Air Handling Systems:

Unit

Terminal Units

Total
Type

Exhaust Systems

Sq. Ft.

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
VRF FCU's
VRF Ductless
Unit
CEF

Weekends:
Weekends:

VFD
Service Total CFM Min. OA(1) Speed

0

Quantity

5
5
Toilets

0

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters

Comment

1" filters
CFM

Ceiling Exhaust Fans

Comment

Total
0
Approx. OA.
CFM/Per.
Building Pressure:
Negative
Notes:
1. Fan powered filter unit and portable dust collection system in Room 104
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BUILDING:

161 South Main Street

Area:
Occupancy:

50,612
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

South EMR
Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Sq. Ft.

Weekdays:
Weekdays:

Weekends:
Weekends:

75 °F Clg./72 °F Htg.
50% RH cooling/No winter humidification
Unit
AC-3-1
AC-6-1
AC-6-2
AC-6-3
AC-6-4
HV-1-1
HV-2-1
HV-3-1
HV-4-1
HV-5-1
Total
Type

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
Fan Coil Units
Split System
Unit
T-1
N-1
N-2
S-1
C-1
C-2
E-1
E-2
Total
Negative

Service Total CFM Min. OA
3rd
3060
730
6th
3600
360
6th
3600
360
6th
2750
275
6th
5000
500
1st
2410
1450
2nd
4025
1680
3rd
3100
1805
4th
3260
2260
5th
3320
1780

Quantity

Service
Toilets
N. Bldg.
NB 6th Flr.

S. Bldg.
N. CS
S CS
N. EMR
S. EMR
CFM/Per.

34125

CFM
5420
3720
720
2660
1440
1100
700
700
16460

11200

VFD
Speed
NA

Motor
HP/FLA
2/7.5
2/7.5
2/7.5
2/7.5
3/10.6
1.5/6.6
2/7.5
2/7.5
2/7.5
2/7.5

Motor
RLA

Filters
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8

Comment

Comment

Crawlspace
Crawlspace
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BUILDING:

187 Benefit Garage

Area:
Occupancy:

3654
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Sq. Ft.

Weekdays:
Weekdays:
NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA
Unit
RTU-1
RTU-2

Total
Type

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
Fan Coil Units
Split System
Unit
EF
EF
EF
EF

Weekends:
Weekends:

VFD
Service Total CFM Min. OA(1) Speed

0

Quantity

Service

0

CFM

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters
MERV 8
MERV 8

Comment

Comment

Studio 100
Shop 100A
Shop 100A
Wk Rm 108

Total
0
Approx. OA.
CFM/Per.
Building Pressure:
Notes:
1. Recirculation fan-powered filter units in Studio 100 (2) and Workroom 108 (1).
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BUILDING:

189 Canal

Area:
Occupancy:

28321
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Sq. Ft.

Weekdays:
Weekdays:
NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA
Unit
RTU-1
RTU-2
ERU-1

Total
Type

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
Fan Coil Units
Split System
Unit
EF-1

Weekends:
Weekends:

VFD
Service Total CFM Min. OA(1) Speed
North
1920
43%
South
1060
44%
Bsmt.
100%
NA

0

Quantity

Service

Total
Approx. OA.
CFM/Per.
Building Pressure:
Notes:
1. OA flor measured trhough BMS flow station

CFM

2981

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8

Comment

Comment

0
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BUILDING:

Alumni House (52 Angell St.)

Area:
Occupancy:

5114
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Sq. Ft.
X

Weekdays:
Weekdays:
NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA
Unit
Furnace

Total
Type

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
Fan Coil Units
Split System
Unit

Total

Weekends:
Weekends:

VFD
Service Total CFM Min. OA(1) Speed

0

Quantity

Service

CFM/Per.

CFM

0

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters

Comment

Comment

0
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BUILDING:

Auditorium Building

Area:
Occupancy:

30509
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:
DCV & Filter ΔP
DCV & Filter ΔP

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Sq. Ft.

Weekdays:
Weekdays:

Weekends:
Weekends:

75 °F Clg.(partial)/72 °F Htg.
50% RH cooling(partial)/No winter humidification
Unit
AHU-1
AHU-2
S-3

Total
Type
Unit Ventilators
FCU's (CHW)
FCU's (CHW & HW)
FCU DX Units
Window AC Units
Unit

Total

Service Total CFM Min. OA
Aud.
12000
3200
Aud.
2500
1350
Studios
6000

VFD
Speed
100%
100%

Motor
HP/FLA
10/30.8
5/16.7

Motor
RLA

Filters
MERV 8/13
MERV 8/13

MERV 8

20500
4550
Comment
Quantity
9
5th Floor Studios (H&V only)
6
1st & 2nd Flr. Work Rooms (Single occupancy)
2
Lobby Multi-use Space

Service

CFM/Per.

CFM

None on BMS

Comment

0
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BUILDING:

Bank Building

Area:
Occupancy:

18243
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:
H&V only

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Sq. Ft.

Weekdays:
Weekdays:

Weekends:
Weekends:

NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA
Unit
AHU-1

Total
Type

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
Fan Coil Units
Split System
Unit
EF-1
EF-2
EF

Total

Service Total CFM Min. OA
1st- 3rd
7300
3500

Quantity

Service
GE & TE
GE & TE
Toilets

7300

CFM
3500
125
??

3500

VFD
Speed
NA

Motor
HP/FLA
7.5/24.2

Motor
RLA

Filters
MERV 8

Comment

Hood, GE & Toilet
GE & Toilet
First Floor toilet

Comment

3625

Approx. OA.
CFM/Per.
Building Pressure:
Notes:
1. There are recirculating air filtration units in Rooms 204 and 205.
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BUILDING:

Bayard Ewing Building

Area:
Occupancy:

60000
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Sq. Ft.
x
x
x

Weekdays:
Weekends:
Weekdays:
Weekends:
Limited AC. Limited ventilation. No outdoor air supply to most spaces.
NA °F Clg./72 °F Htg.
Not Available
VFD
Motor
Speed
HP/FLA
Unit
Service Total CFM Min. OA
None

Type
VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
Fan Coil Units
Split System
Unit
EF-1
EF-2
EF-3
EF-4
EF-5
EF-6

Motor
RLA

Filters

Quantity Comment

Service
TE 6th Flr.
TE 2-5
Flrs 2-5
Flrs 2-5
Flr. 1
AV-Photo

CFM
540
2120
400
675
700
700

Comment

Seminar Rooms & Offices
Seminar Rooms & Offices
1st Floor Lecture Hall
Basement Printing Lab

Approx. OA.
0.0
CFM/Per.
Building Pressure:
Negative
Options to Improve
Notes:
1. Does not include basement dust collection systems. It is assumed these will remain under normal operation.
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BUILDING:

Benson hall

Area:
Occupancy:

13655
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings

Weekdays:
Weekdays:

Exhaust Systems

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Weekends:
Weekends:

NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA

Air Handling Systems:

Terminal Units

Sq. Ft.

Unit
AHU-1

Total
Type

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
Fan Coil Units
Split System
Unit
EF-1
EF-2
EF-3
EF-4
EF-5
EF-6
EF-7
EF-8
EF-9
EF-10
EF-11
EF-12
1F-13
Total

Service Total CFM Min. OA
100%

0

Quantity

Service
AHU-1
Rm. 206
Rm. 311
Rm. 206
Rm. 308
Rm. 308
Rm. 206
??
Rm. 311
Rm. 101
Rm. 206
Rm. 206
Rm. 206
CFM/Per.

CFM

VFD
Speed
85%

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters

Comment

NEED TO CONFIRM

Comment

Fan OFF
Fan OFF
Toilets?
Fan Off
Fan Off

0

Notes:
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BUILDING:
Area:
Occupancy:

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings

Carr House
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Gallery
Weekdays:
Weekdays:

Unit

Terminal Units

Total
Type

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Weekends:
Weekends:

75 °F Clg./72 °F Htg.
50% RH cooling/40% RH minimum humidification

Air Handling Systems:

Exhaust Systems

Sq. Ft.

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
CHW FCU's
Split System ACU's
Unit
EF-1

Total

Service Total CFM Min. OA

0

Quantity

0

VFD
Speed

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters

Comment

X

38
Service
Utility Rm.

CFM/Per.

CFM
370

Comment

0
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BUILDING:
Area:
Occupancy:

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:
VAV
Var. Speed Single Zone
Constant Speed
Constant Speed
Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Chace Center
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Gallery

Sq. Ft.

Weekdays:
Weekdays:

Weekends:
Weekends:

75 °F Clg./72 °F Htg.
50% RH cooling/40% RH minimum humidification
Unit
AC-1
AC-2
AC-3
AC-4
Total
Type

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
VRF FCU's
Split System ACU's
Unit

Total

Service Total CFM Min. OA
13500
3990
5000
3600
19550
5900
6200
1300
44250
14790
Quantity

VFD
Speed

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters
MERV 8/14
MERV 8/14
MERV 8/14
MERV 8/14

Comment

X

Service

CFM/Per.

CFM

Comment

0

1. AC-2 has CO2 demand control ventilation (5000 CFM OA Max.)
2. AC-1 has 100% OA capability
3.. AC-3 & 4 have carbon gas phase filters
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BUILDING:

College Building

Area:
Occupancy:

81450
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:

Local AC Units

Exhaust Systems

Weekdays:
Weekdays:

Weekends:
Weekends:

75 °F Clg./72 °F Htg.
50% RH cooling/No winter humidification
Unit
NONE

Total
Type
ACU DX
FCU DX
FCU DX
DMS DX
DMS DX
DMS DX
ACU DX
ACU DX
Window ACU
Unit

Total
Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Sq. Ft.

Service Total CFM Min. OA

VFD
Speed

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters

0
0
Service
Comment
Rm. 101
141-143
144-146
Rm. 240
Rm 216 with Nortec electric steam humidifier
Rm. 217
310 & 312
Rm. 521
25-30
Service
CFM
Comment

0

CFM/Per.
Negative
1. Does not include abandoned unoperating systems.
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BUILDING:

Design Center

Area:
Occupancy:

84555
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:
H&V only
Constant Volume

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Sq. Ft.

Weekdays:
Weekdays:

Weekends:
Weekends:

75 Clg./72 °F Htg.
50% RH cooling (In areas w/AC)/No winter humidification
Unit
HV-1
AC-1
AC-2
Total
Type

VAV
CV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
Fan Coil Units
Split System
Unit
EF-1
EF-2
EF-3
EF-4
EF-5
EF-6
EF-7
EF-8
EF-9
EF-10
EF-11
EF-12
EF-13
Total
Negative

Service Total CFM Min. OA
Bsmt. MR
Bk. Store
16000
1600
Flrs. B-5
55000
10700
71000
12300
Quantity
42
No reheat.
8

Service
TV
Conf. Rms.
Toilets
Toilet
Toil. & JC
Mech. Rm.
Dark Rm.
Chem. Stor.

Hood
Gen. Exh.
Gen. Exh.
EMR
Toilet
CFM/Per.

CFM
7500
180
3200
140
485
6000
130
480
1500
6825
2235
10000
230
38905

VFD
Speed

Motor
HP/FLA

NA
60%

7.5/24.2
(2)20/119

Motor
RLA

Filters
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8

Comment

Comment
Transformer Vault
Discharge in ceiling plenum
Toilet 225A

5th Floor
Basement
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BUILDING:

Ewing Center

Area:
Occupancy:

6745
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings

Weekdays:
Weekdays:

Weekends:
Weekends:

NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA

Air Handling Systems:
Split system DX

Unit
AC-1

Terminal Units

Total
Type

Exhaust Systems

Sq. Ft.

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
Fan Coil Units
Split System
Unit

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:
Notes:
1. Toilet rooms not ventilated

Total

Service Total CFM Min. OA
Rm. 100

0

Quantity

Service

CFM/Per.

CFM

0

VFD
Speed
NA

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters

Comment

Comment

0
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BUILDING:

Fletcher Building

Area:
Occupancy:

46628
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:
CV/CO2 DV/4" Filters
w/HW RH Coil
w/HW RH Coil

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems
(VFD @ 40%)

Sq. Ft.

Weekdays:
Weekdays:

Weekends:
Weekends:

NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA
Unit
AHU-1
ERV
ERV

Total
Type
CV RH Coils
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
Fan Coil Units
Split System
Unit
EF-1
EF-2
??
EF

Service Total CFM Min. OA
1st
2nd
3rd

0

0

VFD
Speed
93%

Quantity
2
2nd & 3rd Floors (1 each)

Service
AHU-1
Paint B.
Toil. Rms.
Corr. 620

CFM
??
??
??
??

Motor
HP/FLA
7.5/24.2

Motor
RLA
18.9

Filters
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8

Comment

Comment
First Floor Cold Works
First Floor Paint Booth
Sky Light Exhaust (2 Wall Propeller Fans)

Total
0
Approx. OA.
CFM/Per.
Building Pressure:
Notes:
Notes:
1. Does not include review of systems serving first floor Restauraunt & Store
2. AHU-1 has 4" thick filters
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BUILDING:

Market House

Area:
Occupancy:

13920
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Gallery

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings

Weekdays:
Weekdays:

Unit

Terminal Units

Total
Type

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Weekends:
Weekends:

75 °F Clg./72 °F Htg.
50% RH cooling/No winter humidification

Air Handling Systems:

Exhaust Systems

Sq. Ft.

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
Split System FCU's
Window Units
Unit

Total

Service Total CFM Min. OA

0

Quantity

2
Service

CFM/Per.

0

VFD
Speed

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters

Comment

2nd Floor Studios
CFM

Comment

0
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BUILDING:

Mason Building

Area:
Occupancy:

60000
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Sq. Ft.
x
x

Weekdays:
Weekdays:

Weekends:
Weekends:

75 °F Clg./72 °F Htg.
50% RH cooling/No winter humidification
Unit
AC-1
AC-2
AC-3
AC-4
AC-5
RTU-1
Total
Type

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
Fan Coil Units
Split System
Unit
EF-1
EF-2
EF-3
EF-4
EF-5
EF-6
EF-7
Total

VFD
Motor
Speed
HP/FLA
Service Total CFM Min. OA
Bsmt.
5800
750 73.60%
Flrs. 1-2
21600
3940 74.40%
Flr. 3
11400
1600 75.60%
Flr. 4
11600
2140 66.50%
Flr. 5
11800
1880 56.60%
Flr. 6
11000
2400
73200
12710
Quantity
Comment

Motor
RLA

Filters

50

Service
Bsmt.
Flr. 3
Flr. 5
Flr. 4
Flr. 2
Roof
Roof
CFM/Per.

CFM
1065
1230
1500
2000
2325
1500
9620

Comment
Paint Spray Booth

Toilet Exhaust
EMR/Electric Closets

1. Does not include: Spray Booth MUA/Exhaust system; Server Room AC; Boiler Room Supply
Fan SF-1. Assume these remain as existing.
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BUILDING:

Memorial Hall

Area:
Occupancy:

25634
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Gallery

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Weekdays:
Weekdays:

Sq. Ft.

Weekends:
Weekends:

75 °F Clg./72 °F Htg.
50% RH cooling/30% RH minimum humidification in AC-1 & AC-2 (Est.)
VFD
Motor
HP/FLA
Unit
Service Total CFM Min. OA Speed
AC-1
Studios 1 & 2
14000
14000
NA
20/59.4
AC-2
Studio 3
7500
7500
NA
10/30.8
AC-3
2000
300
NA
1.5/6.6
1ST. Gallery
AC-4
2nd Gallery
3000
450
NA
3/10.6
AC-5
3rd Gallery
2250
350
NA
2/7.7
AC-6
Tap Room
3000
450
NA
3/10.6
Total
31750
23050
Type
Quantity
Comment
VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
VRF FCU's
Split System ACU's
Unit
Service
CFM
Comment
WF-1
AC-1 Exh.
14000
EF-2
AC_2 Exh.
7500
EF-3
Blkg. Sta.
600
EF-4
Blkg. Sta.
600
EF-5
Blkg. Sta.
800
EF-6
Blkg. Sta.
800
EF-7
Blkg. Sta.
800
EF-8
Gen. Exh.
300
EF-9
Toil. Exh.
300
EF-10
Toil. Exh.
450
EF-11
Mech. Rm.
1250
EF-2
Tel-Com Rm.
340
Total
27740
CFM/Per.

Motor
RLA

Filters
MERV 14
MERV 14
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
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BUILDING:

Metcalf Building

Area:
Occupancy:

64496
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:
H&V/Classroom
H&V/Ceramics Studio
H&V Workshop
H&V/Ceramics
H&V/Storage
H&V/Not on BMS
H&V/Not on BMS
H&V/Glassworks Room
H&V/Glassworks Hood
Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Sq. Ft.

Weekdays:
Weekdays:

Weekends:
Weekends:

NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA
Unit
AHU-1
AHU-2
AHU-3
AHU-4
AHU-5
H&V-1
H&V-2
SF-4.1
SF-4.2

Service Total CFM Min. OA
B020
2890
100%
B005&7
2000
100%
B014&16
4100
100%
B010&13
??
100%
B002&4
2000
100%
Foundary
??
??
Note 1
??
??
ssworks Ro
??
100%

Total
Type

10990

VFD
Speed
NA
NA
NA

Motor
HP/FLA
(2)10/61.6
5/16.7
5/16.7

Motor
RLA

Filters
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
??

6

Quantity
Comment
VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
Fan Coil Units
Split System
Unit
Service
CFM
Comment
Toilet Exhaust
Numerous local process exhaust system through the building
Recirc. Fan powered filter units in 117B, 117C, 307, 314

Total

CFM/Per.

0

Negative
Notes:
1. Serves Rooms 202, 216, 218 & 220
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BUILDING:
Area:
Occupancy:

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:

Pendalton Metal Storage
Garden Gallery

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes

Museum
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Gallery

Sq. Ft.

X

Weekdays:
Weekdays:

Weekends:
Weekends:

75 °F Clg./72 °F Htg.
50% RH cooling/40% RH minimum humidification
Unit
S-1
S-2
S-3
AHU/S-4
S-5
S-6
S-7
AHU-1
AHU-2
AHU-3
Total
Type

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
VRF FCU's
Split System ACU's
Unit

Total

Service Total CFM Min. OA
Raedeke
22615
Raedeke
17830
Raedeke
6880
Pendalton
7500
Raedeke
24830
Pend. M. S.
2400
Raedeke GG
2000
Farago
Farago
Farago
Quantity

2200
8400
5100
99755

??

VFD
Speed

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters

Comment

X

Service

CFM/Per.

CFM

Comment

0
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BUILDING:

South Main Barn

Area:
Occupancy:

17410
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:
Proj. Open Door
Proj. Open Door
T. & L. Art Design
Cont. Ed. Lower
Cont. Ed. Upper
Cont. Ed Upper

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Sq. Ft.
x

Weekdays:
Weekdays:
NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA
Unit
Heat Pump
Heat Pump
RTU
RTU
Heat Pump
Heat Pump

Total
Type

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
VRF FCU's
Split System
Unit
CEF

Total

Weekends:
Weekends:

VFD
Service Total CFM Min. OA(1) Speed
004 &007
0
002
?
?
0
0

0

Quantity

CFM

CFM/Per.

0

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters
MERV 7
MERV 7
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 7
MERV 7

Comment

Comment
Toilet Ceiling Exhaust Fans

0
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BUILDING:

South Main Three

Area:
Occupancy:

12348
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings

Weekdays:
Weekdays:

Unit
AC-1

Terminal Units

Total
Type

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Weekends:
Weekends:

NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA

Air Handling Systems:
Gas Furnace w/DX

Exhaust Systems

Sq. Ft.

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
VRF FCU's
Split System
Unit

Total

Service Total CFM Min. OA
2nd-3rd
0

0

Quantity

CFM

CFM/Per.

0

VFD
Speed

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters
7

Comment

Comment

0
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BUILDING:

Waterman Building

Area:
Occupancy:

27,457
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings

Weekdays:
Weekdays:

Unit
MAU

Terminal Units

Total
Type

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Weekends:
Weekends:

75 °F Clg./72 °F Htg.
50% RH cooling/No winter humidification

Air Handling Systems:
ERV w/Wheel

Exhaust Systems

Sq. Ft.

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
Fan Coil Units
Split System
Unit
EF-1
EF-2
EF-3
EF-4

Total

Service Total CFM Min. OA
All
??
100%

0

Quantity

23
Service
Toilet
Toilet
Toilet
Toilet

CFM/Per.

VFD
Speed

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters

Comment

Confirm Filtration
CFM
??
??
??
??

Comment

0
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BUILDING:

What Cheer Studio & Garage

Area:
Occupancy:

46459
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Sq. Ft.

Weekdays:
Weekdays:

Weekends:
Weekends:

NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA
Unit
AHU-1
AHU-2
AHU-3

Total
Type

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
Fan Coil Units
Split System
Unit
EF-1E
EF-1W
EF-2
EF-3
TE-1

Total

Service Total CFM Min. OA
2nd Flr.
7620
7620
!st. Flr.
6200
620
2nd Flr. E.
1500
150

Quantity

Service
AHU-1
AHU-1
Bsmt.
ist Flr.
Toilets

CFM/Per.

15320

CFM
4200
4200
1065
790
860

8390

VFD
Speed
NA
NA
NA

Motor
HP/FLA
10
7.5
1

Motor
RLA

Filters
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8

Comment

Comment

11115
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BUILDING:

Woods Gerry

Area:
Occupancy:

17000
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Gallery

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings

Weekends:
Weekends:

75 °F Clg./72 °F Htg.
50% RH cooling/No winter humidification
Unit

Terminal Units

Total
Type

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

X

Weekdays:
Weekdays:

Air Handling Systems:

Exhaust Systems

Sq. Ft.
X

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
VRF FCU's
Split System ACU's
Unit

Total
Negative

Service Total CFM Min. OA

0

Quantity

0

VFD
Speed

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters

Comment

6(?)
1st Floor only (Need to confirm quantity)
10
2nd & 3rd Floors
Service
CFM
Comment

CFM/Per.

0
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BUILDING:

15 Westminster Street - Residential

Area:
Occupancy:

338932
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:
Unit Not Operable
Unit Not Operable
Unit Not Operable
Unit Not Operable
Unit Not Operable
Unit Not Operable
Unit Not Operable
Unit Not Operable
Unit Not Operable

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Sq. Ft.

Break square footage not available.

X

Weekdays:
Weekdays:

Weekends:
Weekends:

NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA
Unit
MAU-3
MAU-4
MAU-5
MAU-6
MAU-7
MAU-8
MAU-9
MAU-10
MAU-11

Total
Type
VAV w/Reheat
RH Coil
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV w/Reheat
Fan Coil Units
Split System
Unit
Total
Negative

Service Total CFM Min. OA
3
100%
4
100%
5
100%
6
100%
7
100%
8
100%
9
100%
10
100%
11
100%

0

Quantity

Service

CFM/Per.

CFM
0

9

VFD
Speed
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8
MERV 8

Comment

No exhaust on system

Comment
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BUILDING:

Barstow House

Area:
Occupancy:

8963
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings

Weekdays:
Weekdays:
NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA

Air Handling Systems:

Unit

Terminal Units

Total
Type

Exhaust Systems

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Sq. Ft.

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
VRF FCU's
Split System
Unit

Total

Weekends:
Weekends:

VFD
Service Total CFM Min. OA(1) Speed

0

Quantity

CFM

CFM/Per.

0

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters

Comment

Comment

0
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BUILDING:

Carpenter House

Area:
Occupancy:

7363
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings

Weekdays:
Weekdays:
NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA

Air Handling Systems:

Unit

Terminal Units

Total
Type

Exhaust Systems

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Sq. Ft.

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
VRF FCU's
Split System
Unit

Total

Weekends:
Weekends:

VFD
Service Total CFM Min. OA(1) Speed

0

Quantity

CFM

CFM/Per.

0

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters

Comment

Comment

0
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BUILDING:

Charles Landing

Area:
Occupancy:

71115
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Sq. Ft.

Weekdays:
Weekdays:
75 Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA
Unit

Total
Type
Split System DX
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
VRF FCU's
Split System
Unit
CEF

Weekends:
Weekends:

VFD
Service Total CFM Min. OA(1) Speed

0

0
Negative

Motor
RLA

Filters

0

Quantity
Comment
122
Estimated. 1 per apartment

CFM

Total
Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Motor
HP/FLA

Comment
Bathroom Ceiling Exhaust Fans

0
CFM/Per.
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BUILDING:

Colonial Apartments

Area:
Occupancy:

50693
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings

Weekdays:
Weekdays:
NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA

Air Handling Systems:

Unit

Terminal Units

Total
Type

Exhaust Systems

Sq. Ft.

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
VRF FCU's
Split System
Unit
CEF

Weekends:
Weekends:

VFD
Service Total CFM Min. OA(1) Speed

0

Quantity

CFM

0

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters

Comment

Comment
Individual ceiling exhaust fans un unit bathrooms

Total
0
Approx. OA.
CFM/Per.
Building Pressure:
Negative
Notes:
1. No mechanical ventilation to corridors or apartment units.
2. Recirculation hood over stoves in units.
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BUILDING:

Congdon House

Area:
Occupancy:

12323
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Sq. Ft.

Weekdays:
Weekdays:
NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA
Unit

Total
Type
HW Unit Heaters
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
VRF FCU's
Split System
Unit

Total

Weekends:
Weekends:

VFD
Service Total CFM Min. OA(1) Speed

0

Quantity
Typical

CFM

CFM/Per.

0

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters

Comment

Comment

0
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BUILDING:

Dexter House

Area:
Occupancy:

7473
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings

Weekdays:
Weekdays:
NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA

Air Handling Systems:

Unit

Terminal Units

Total
Type

Exhaust Systems

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Sq. Ft.

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
VRF FCU's
Split System
Unit
CEF

Total

Weekends:
Weekends:

VFD
Service Total CFM Min. OA(1) Speed

0

Quantity

CFM

CFM/Per.

0

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters

Comment

Comment
Toilet Ceiling Exhaust Fans

0
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BUILDING:

Dunnell House

Area:
Occupancy:

6061
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Sq. Ft.

Weekdays:
Weekdays:
NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA
Unit

Total
Type
HW Unit Heaters
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
VRF FCU's
Split System
Unit
CEF

Total

Weekends:
Weekends:

VFD
Service Total CFM Min. OA(1) Speed

0

Quantity
Typical

CFM

CFM/Per.

0

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters

Comment

Comment
Bathrom Ceiling Exhaust Fans

0
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BUILDING:

Dwight House

Area:
Occupancy:

12950
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Sq. Ft.

Weekdays:
Weekdays:
NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA
Unit

Total
Type
HW Unit Heaters
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
VRF FCU's
Split System
Unit
CEF

Total

Weekends:
Weekends:

VFD
Service Total CFM Min. OA(1) Speed

0

Quantity

CFM

CFM/Per.

0

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters

Comment

Comment
Bathroom Ceiling Exhaust Fans

0
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BUILDING:

East Hall

Area:
Occupancy:

21276
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:
2-pipe change over

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Sq. Ft.

Weekdays:
Weekdays:
75 Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA
Unit
AHU-1

Total
Type

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
FCU's
Split System
Unit
EF-1

Total
Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Negative
Notes:
1. No supply air to dorm rooms.

Weekends:
Weekends:

VFD
Service Total CFM Min. OA(1) Speed
Corridors
1500
1500
70%

Quantity

59

Toilets

CFM/Per.

1500

1500

Motor
HP/FLA
1.5/

Motor
RLA

Filters
MERV 8

Comment

2-Pipe change over.
CFM
1200

Comment

1200
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BUILDING:

Larned House

Area:
Occupancy:

7166
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Approx. Ventilation:
Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Sq. Ft.

Weekdays:
Weekdays:

Weekends:
Weekends:

NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA
Unit
Gas Furnace

Total
Type

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
VRF FCU's
Split System
Unit

Total

Negative

Service Total CFM Min. OA
House
0

0

Quantity

CFM

AC/Hr.
CFM/Per.

0

VFD
Speed

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters

Comment

Comment

0
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BUILDING:

Nickerson Hall

Area:
Occupancy:

29652
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Sq. Ft.

Weekdays:
Weekdays:
75 Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA
Unit
ERV-1
ERV-2
ERV-3
ERV-4
ERV-5
ERV-6
ERV-7
MUA-1
Total
Type

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
FCU's
Split System
Unit
EF-1
EF-2

Total
Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:
1. Corridors have make-up air.
2. Supply & exhaust air to dorm rooms.

Weekends:
Weekends:

VFD
Service Total CFM Min. OA(1) Speed
N. Dorms
1205
100%
N. Corr & BR
1200
100%
Bath Rm.s 1200
100%
SW Dorms 1495
100%
SE Dorms
1100
100%
236-237
445
100%
233-235
175
100%
Spray Bth.
1400
100%

Quantity

75

Sp. Bth
Elev./Attic

CFM/Per.

8220

8

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters
MERV 8/8
MERV 8/8
MERV 8/8
MERV 8/8
MERV 8/8
MERV 8/8
MERV 8/8
MERV 8

Comment

2-pipe changeover'
CFM
1400
500

Spray Booth

Comment

1900
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BUILDING:

Nightingale House

Area:
Occupancy:

8628
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Sq. Ft.

Weekdays:
Weekdays:
NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA
Unit

Total
Type
HW Unit Heaters
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
VRF FCU's
Split System
Unit
CEF

Total

Weekends:
Weekends:

VFD
Service Total CFM Min. OA(1) Speed

0

Quantity
Typical

CFM

CFM/Per.

0

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters

Comment

Comment
Bathrrom Ceiling Exhaust Fans

0
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BUILDING:

North Hall

Area:
Occupancy:

40800
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings
Air Handling Systems:
Unit Off

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Sq. Ft.

Weekdays:
Weekdays:
75 Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA
Unit
ERV-1
ERV-2
MUA-1
MUA-2
CRAC -1 & 2

Total
Type

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
VRF FCU's
Split System
Unit
ERV-1
ERV-2
EF-2
EF-3

Total
Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:
1. Dorm rooms have supply and exhaust air.
2. Corridors have make-up air.

Weekends:
Weekends:

VFD
Service Total CFM Min. OA(1) Speed
Rms & Corr. 2000
2000
61%
Rms & Corr. 3660
3660
??
Spry Bth.
1300
1300
Laundry
850
850
Data Clts.
0

Quantity

7810

7810

Motor
HP/FLA
2.3/
5/

Motor
RLA

Filters
MERV 8/8
MERV 8/8
MERV 8
MERV 8

Comment

Ductless units with washable filters.

Rms & Corr.
Rms & Corr.

CFM/Per.

CFM
2400
3,255
1400
1,200

Spray Booth
Laundry Room
Spray Booth
Laundry Room

Comment

8255
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BUILDING:

Pardon Miller House

Area:
Occupancy:

6704
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings

Weekdays:
Weekdays:
NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA

Air Handling Systems:

Unit

Terminal Units

Total
Type

Exhaust Systems

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Sq. Ft.

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
VRF FCU's
Split System
Unit
CEF

Total

Weekends:
Weekends:

VFD
Service Total CFM Min. OA(1) Speed

0

Quantity

CFM

CFM/Per.

0

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters

Comment

Comment
Bathroom Ceiling Exhaust Fans

0
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BUILDING:

South Hall

Area:
Occupancy:

25753
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings

Weekdays:
Weekdays:
75 Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA

Air Handling Systems:
Unit OFF

Terminal Units

Exhaust Systems

Sq. Ft.

Unit
AHU-6

Total
Type

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
FCU's
Split System
Unit
EF-7
EF-8
EF-9
EF-10
EF-12

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:
1. Make-up air to corridor.
2. No OA supply to dorm units

Total

Weekends:
Weekends:

VFD
Service Total CFM Min. OA(1) Speed
Corridors
3650 100%
??

Quantity

93

3650

Motor
RLA

Filters
MERV 8

Comment

2-Pipe vertical units (Whalen)
CFM
800
1,200
450
500
250

CFM/Per.

1

Motor
HP/FLA
5/

Toilet exhaust
Studio
Toilets
Toilets
Janitor Closets

Comment

3200
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BUILDING:

Thompson House

Area:
Occupancy:

7063
Office/Admin.
Classroom/Sem.
Aud./L. Assemb.
Residential
Health Services
Other

Max. Occupants:
Hours of Operation:
Exist. Occ. Schedule:
Exist. IAQ Issues:
Exist. Temp. Settings:
Exist. Humid. Settings

Weekdays:
Weekdays:
NA Clg./72 °F Htg.
NA

Air Handling Systems:

Unit

Terminal Units

Total
Type

Exhaust Systems

Approx. OA.
Building Pressure:
Notes:

Sq. Ft.

VAV
VAV w/Reheat
FP VAV
FP VAV w/Reheat
VRF FCU's
Split System
Unit
CEF

Total
Negative

Weekends:
Weekends:

VFD
Service Total CFM Min. OA(1) Speed

0

Quantity

CFM

CFM/Per.

0

Motor
HP/FLA

Motor
RLA

Filters

Comment

Comment
Staff Bathroom Ceiling Fan

0
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